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Mr Angry on holiday
Keith talks to Chas McDevitt
Marti Canal conducts an interview
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Emma Peel (who doesn’t have
the faintest idea why she’s
here but dealt with many odd
situations in her time with The
Avengers) says:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to the autumn edition of Tales From The Woods magazine, a busy time for us all at
this moment in time. At the end of this very month of October we shall be at London’s legendary
100 Club, and we all here at TFTW are in a state of excited anticipation in readiness for our return
to this, the oldest music venue in London and possibly the UK, that has seen countless venues
come and go, some lost to the passage of time since it first opened its doors in the heart of
London’s west end amidst the carnage and destruction of World War II an incredible 75 years ago.
The legend that is our wonderful headliner, Tommy Hunt, former member of doowop royalty in his native USA with The Flamingos, later to have huge hits and
following as a bona fide soul man, a particular hero on the British northern soul
circuit, is so looking forward to performing for us, on a show dedicated to that golden
age of doo-wop back in the late fifties and early sixties. He is in the company of the
finest exponents of Rock’n’Roll vocal group harmony outside of New York, Spain’s
finest Velvet Candles whose fascinating interview, conducted at a rendezvous
in their beautiful native city of Barcelona by fellow Catalonian, Marti Canal, you
can read elsewhere within the pages of this magazine; their enthusiasm is
indeed both heart-warming and highly contagious.
The Tales From The Woods Band, considered by just about everyone involved in the rocking
side of roots music as the most versatile, conscientious, hardworking,
authentic Rock’n’Roll band in the land. Rehearsals have already
started as I type and will continue until moments before curtain up time
at the 100 Club on 29th October. I'm sure no one could possibly disagree that learning songs,
arrangements and presentations for five very different performers is a task so daunting that very
few musicians would consider, let alone achieve it. I think they deserve a huge round of applause
from all us Woodies, guests and readers even before the show, don't you?
If you, like me, were a habitué of all those now considered iconic venues that make up
the history of popular culture and music of that hugely inspirational decade, the sixties,
magical names like Marquee, Flamingo, Scene, or maybe out there in the north
London Suburb of Tottenham, Cooks Ferry Inn, Club Noreik, then the name of Zoot
Money will mean a great deal to you. A true founding father of British Rhythm and Blues,
whose long career in the business surely speaks for itself. I saw Zoot in action with Alan Price last
year at the Bulls Head in Barnes, a long established Jazz venue whose present management care
little for the musical heritage of this wonderful old hotel and watering hole, but care far more for
competing in the overcrowded gastro pub market. Zoot put on a great performance and we here at
TFTW are proud and honoured to have him with us.
If you have any doubts regarding our reasoning for bringing Ray Phillips back so soon
after his debut on a TFTW London stage last year, check out our YouTube channel and
you'll definitely see why. The front man of the Nashville Teens who have over fifty years
of performing and recording under their belts will once again blow us all away. Earl
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Jackson needs no introduction to Rock’n’Roll fans, particularly the jivers, highly respected too by
fans of the blues and rocking rhythm and blues, performing at countless festivals
and clubs throughout UK and Europe. Chuck Berry though is his lifelong hero, and
he often (with tongue firmly in cheek) describes himself as the godson of Chuck.
Earlier this year we sadly lost the master, which in itself is reason alone to have a
show dedicated to just that; however that would not be practical, so we have done
the next best thing which is to allow Earl to dedicate much of his set to his hero.
As you read through all this, you must be asking yourself, how can I possibly allow myself to miss
this, allowing such a historical musical event to slip by? Remember folks, TFTW are not in the
business of repeats, each and every show is a unique one off; once you miss it, you've missed it
forever.

























"Last Hurrah For Skiffle" Sunday 28th January 2018 at the Spice Of Life in Soho. I'm very pleased
to disclose that, despite no advertising outside of Tales From The Woods round-robin emails, no
flyers, no posters, at the time of typing (30th September) we are pretty close to being half way
sold out. In 2006 TFTW made its debut on a London stage with Skiffle 50, a celebration of 50 years
since the release of Lonnie Donegan’s seminal "Rock Island Line" which was pretty much single
handedly responsible for kicking off the skiffle craze here in the UK. On stage we will have
Lonnie’s son Peter who, whilst being very much his own man, carries his father’s legacy with
pride. Those lucky enough to be at our original show now almost twelve years ago, will remember
Peter headlined the event in company of his late father’s band.
Also on that show was Hylda Sims, Simon Prager, and Kevin Stenson otherwise known as City
Ramblers Revival, who will be returning in January; no strangers to a TFTW stage we welcome
them back with much pride. Chas McDevitt, rightly known as the surviving King Of Skiffle, returns
to London. For those who may not know, Chas hit the No 1 spot both here in the UK and USA with
his version of "Freight Train". In company with Nancy Whiskey, they toured the USA at a time
when it was beyond rarity for a British act not only to hit the American charts but to tour on the
strength of it.
Allan Bailey returns to a TFTW stage after a lapse of a number of years. Meeting up with him
recently at a favourite Woodie watering hole, to say he was looking forward to it would be an
understatement. Once again all these artists will be backed by the fantastic Tales From The
Woods Band, albeit a stripped down version in keeping with the evening.
I'm not sure if anyone was quite as shocked as me as when Darren Vidler, a long time Woodie
subscriber, friend and occasional contributor to this magazine, unexpectedly stepped up on stage
at Danny Rivers memorial evening at the aforementioned Spice Of Life in the spring of this very
year, sang Ubangi Stomp, encoring with Red Cadillac and a Black Moustache. Nervous, yes! Who
wouldn't be, singing for first time in public? Not only did we learn he could sing, but possessed
both timing and presentation. Well, things have moved on, now re-christened Darren "Cast Iron"
Vidler, he’s on the bill for the January show, performing a heartfelt tribute to our very good friend
the late Rick Hardy to whom we here at TFTW owe so very much. Tickets officially went on sale on
26th September, so I await your call or email. Don't dilly dally if you want to be at the "Last Hurrah"
for it's going to be just that folks.



















On the first day of July, I attended the "Big O Vintage Festival" in
Orpington, Kent, just a few miles from where I sit and type. Held
annually for the last few years, it predominately features music from
the forties, fifties, sixties through to the seventies punk era, a
number of marquees selling clothes and bric a brac, to appropriate
sound tracks from various DJs. There’s an outdoor stage where a
number of bands perform, and amongst the acts I saw perform and
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impress the most was a trio of young lads from rural Kent, called Gallerys. Lead guitar, bass and
drums, very much influenced by the sounds of the Small Faces, Who, Beatles, Jam through to
Oasis, a slavish tribute act they are definitely not, writing and performing their own numbers all
sewn effortlessly into the mix. I immediately thought these young guys would not be out of place
on a TFTW stage, so that is exactly what is going to happen. A week before our Skiffle evening,
Sunday 21st January 2018, they will be making their west end debut at the Spice Of Life, Soho,
tickets priced at just a fiver. I reckon young guys playing music that is obviously very close to their
hearts from an era long before they were born deserve our support. Since seeing them at
Orpington they were invited to support Madness at the Detling Festival. These guys are on their
way, they deserve to be huge, and I hope they will be; catch them while you can folks.

























Just a few days prior to going to press we learnt of the sad passing of Jack
Good, a man of many talents but most importantly as the man responsible for
the greatest rock roll shows ever to appear on British television, most notably
"Boy Meets Girl" which at the time would introduce us gob smacked kids like
myself barely out of short trousers to American rock roll stars, Gene Vincent
and Eddie Cochran and many more besides. TFTW will attempt to pay tribute to
this esteemed TV producer and much more in issue 100 of this magazine.
Jack Good passed away at the age of 86 on 24th September.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to the great Cajun country singer D L
Menard who died at the age of 85 on 27th July 2017.
It was a USA Stomping Tour, one of a number I undertook
between the years 1993 and 2004, this particular one took
us just inside the present century, driving from New
Orleans to make a stop at a small town, deep in Cajun
country, Breaux Bridge. A day of fantastic music mostly
from south west Louisiana musicians; Cajun, Zydeco,
Blues, Rock’n’Roll, Country. It was hot, very hot at 90
degrees plus, so hot my white trainer boots stuck to the
gravel. I danced the afternoon away with the late Lynn
Peters, whilst the Hackberry Ramblers played on one of the two stages. Before all that was about
to happen, standing around amongst a group of Woodies, I spotted a lean man in a white cowboy
hat, his blue jeans tucked inside a pair of green wellington boots, approaching the festival from an
adjacent field. "Look there's D L Menard" I called out excitedly to the small group of Woodies, as
indeed it was, engaging this Cajun legend immediately in conversation before he even had the
chance to scrape the mud off his wellies.
He seemed chuffed to pieces when we told him we had seen him in London and were in Cajun
land to seek out the source of the roots music passion. D L spoke in a very thick Louisiana Cajun
accent that to untrained ears would be virtually impossible to understand; even for ears
accustomed to the vagaries of USA southlands spoken word, it was no easy task. His eyes lit up
when I mentioned that whilst in Europe with fellow Cajun, esteemed accordionist and singer Eddie
LeJeune, they had performed in the Shetland Islands. The isolated islands in the North Sea that
see little darkness in summer I had returned to after a near two decade absence not long prior to
this particular trip and had seen weathered posters around Lerwick advertising their shows, from
what must have been couple of years or so prior. He chuckled in agreement when I suggested
there can’t be too many American performers of any musical persuasion to have ventured to this
idyllic but brutally tough isolated region of the British Isles.
I can’t actually recall my first introduction to the music of D. L Menard; I either read about him,
heard a record or two I would suspect through the late Charlie Gillett’s wonderful radio
programmes or maybe pre-world music Andy Kershaw. Whatever the truth I was reasonably well
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versed by the time they hit a London stage now over 20 years ago, at the Grand, an inner
suburban venue at Clapham Junction, Battersea, bravely brought to the UK by a couple of
Woodies and long-time friends, Dave Travis and
Dave Webb. The former was the first interview I
conducted for this magazine back in Issue 80 and
who assembled the excellent backing band. Check
out Dave’s reminisces of this incredible show
which saw such artists as Tommy McClain, Warren
Storm, Jimmy Anderson, Belton Richard, Johnny
Allan, accompanied by his friend and band
member the recently departed Harry Simoneaux,
make their first ever trip and in some cases their
only trip to our shores and of course D L Menard
D L with Eddie and Ken
and Eddie LeJeune. What a revelation they all
were. I would see Menard and LeJeune accompanied by the excellent fiddler, Ken Smith, when
they crossed the Atlantic again a few years later playing London’s Borderline. The authenticity
soaked vocal of Menard was simply breathtakingly enhanced by Smith’s fiddle. I knew I was
watching the real thing; this indeed was the real deal.
Born Erath, Vermilion Parish, Louisiana on 14th April 1932, Doris Leon Menard only son of Ophy
Menard and Helena Primeaux, his father spoke Cajun French, little English was heard in the
family home. He played popular Cajun tunes on the harmonica, but young Doris however much
preferred the country music he heard from the family radio, at least whilst the batteries lasted.
Despite being a hardworking and honesty respecting family, like so many southern families who
worked the land at that time, poor in wealth but possessing a richness of spirit.
Ernest Tubb, Lefty Frizzell were the major influences on the young lad growing up and of course it
goes without saying for the man who would become one day known as the Cajun Hank Williams,
in reference to the legendary founding father of true Country music himself.
At around age 16, invited to a house party where his uncle’s band had been booked to perform,
he found himself seriously exposed to Cajun music for the very first time, a life changing
experience indeed, on a par with hearing Hank on the radio as a child. Time was not wasted
before he purchased his first guitar, within a few years he felt confident enough to join Elias
Badeaux and his Louisiana Aces, now 20 years old and feeling good about himself, often taking
lead vocals, singing in his native French tongue as well as writing a song or two.
The little local band had what they felt was a pretty little tune, that always went down well at house
parties and honky tonks, La Valse De Jolly Roger. D.L penned some words, and soon they were
inside Floyd Soileau’s "Swallow" records studio to record, selling well enough locally. However
their next foray into a studio would be to cut the tune that would become his calling card for life.
He wrote the tune, The Back Door, whilst at his day job, working at a service station. Three days
after the record was released they were doing one of their regular bookings at the Jolly Roger
club, and they had to play the song no less than seven times to please their hugely enthusiastic
audience. in years to come it would prove to be second only to Jolie Blon in terms of musical
importance to Cajun culture.
The Louisiana Aces disbanded in 1967, so D L applied a great deal of skill and time to his chair
making business which by now had gained considerable respect throughout much of South West
Louisiana. The band reformed in 1973 upon an invitation to perform at a prestigious folk festival,
up north in Washington, receiving a standing ovation. Word was out, and the following year they
cut their career changing LP simply entitled "Louisiana Aces" on Rounder records, following up
two years later with "Under The Green Oak Tree", joined on the album by such luminaries of
Cajun music as Dewey Balfa and Marc Savoy. A cultural folk music tour, set up by the US state
department which the Louisiana Aces were invited to participate in, took in much of South
America, Middle East and East Asia. Back home, D L in the years that followed found himself
appearing at folk festivals not just as a musician but also as a craftsman.
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In 1984 D L cut, in the opinion of many, his masterpiece
album "Cajun Saturday Night", a collection made up of his
own songs and those of his hero Hank Williams. Within
the sleeve notes composed by Ricky Scaggs the
bluegrass heavyweight writes "D. L Menard does not
imitate Hank but has that bottom of the heart sincerity that
Hank had" and a more fitting description would be hard to
imagine.
Through the final years of the eighties and well into the
nineties he teamed up with fiddler Ken Smith and
accordion supremo the late Eddie LeJeune to embark on
many memorable tours of Europe and UK, also
collaborating on a 1988 album "No Matter Where You
Are".
In 1994 he received the befitting National Heritage
Fellowship award, finally got round to being inducted into
the Louisiana Music Hall Of Fame in 2009, his final
release coming in 2010 with the album "Happy Go Lucky"
which gained a Grammy nomination.
New Orleans Jazz Fest 2006
© Paul Harris

His final public appearance came just days before his
death, ironically and sadly a concert in his home town of
Erath, Louisiana celebrating 55 years since recording his most famous song "The Back Door"

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to singer, guitarist and songwriter, a
true rockabilly legend, Sonny Burgess who has died aged 88 on August 18th 2017.
Long-time loyal Woodie and eclectic scribe of this magazine,
Shaky Lee Wilkinson, and I used to say back in the nineties and
into the present century, every show Sonny Burgess performed he
simply got better, wilder than the one before. There seemed no
stopping the man; raw as hell, full throated blues drenched
rockabilly vocals, a bonus too that he played his own lead guitar.
Like Lee, I saw him countless times after his musical rebirth in the
eighties, both with local backing bands and the guys who have
been behind him since the fifties as well as recording with him on
Sun Records of Memphis Tennessee, The Pacers.
Sonny was wild, even age couldn't tame him; he turned 60, he
turned 70, he just kept tearing it up. The list of venues I saw him
perform at almost equals the occasions of performances
Great Yarmouth 2013
witnessed, too many are live music venues no more, such as Half
© Paul Harris
Moon Herne Hill, Battersea Town Hall, or bulldozed to the ground
like the wonderful art deco 1930s ballroom in Tottenham, North London, original home of Ritchie
Gee, Tennessee Club. Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll Weekender several times, not forgetting too
in the staid plush surroundings of the Barbican concert hall, just a stone’s throw from central
London. If I have to choose a favourite, I guess I would have to say the Ponderosa Stomp in New
Orleans, a few years into the present century, Sonny not necessarily performing to a hard core
rockabilly audience, instead devotees of American roots music who flock to this event from across
the United States, Europe, Australia, Japan.
By now well into his seventies, he blew us away; for me, a cherished memory of him performing
One Night Of Sin, a spine tingling, toe curling experience, at this annual New Orleans event, a
wonderful opportunity to see him perform material he may not have an opportunity otherwise to
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do, which is very much what TFTW tries and hopes to offer a legendary rocking performer when
appearing at intimate venues such as the Spice Of Life on the edge of Soho, London.
Albert Austin "Sonny" Burgess was born 28th May 1929, in
Sonny in 2006
© Paul Harris
Newport, Arkansas the eldest of five children to a cotton farming
family. Like all children growing up through the depression of the
thirties, particularly amidst the grinding poverty of rural
southlands, entertainment was home grown, family gatherings
often accompanied by a soundtrack of hillbilly music either over
the airwaves or maybe two or three local musicians playing
simply for fun, this being the path that Sonny took during his
teens. Self-taught on guitar, he gathered a few local lads who
shared the same interest, and by 1948 it became the Rocky
Road Ramblers, playing wherever they could. Enter the fifties,
Uncle Sam came a-knocking just at the time of involvement in
Korea. However Sonny saw it out and, back on civvy street, he
soon put together a little country band called The Moonlighters.
At some point during 1955 a young 'cat' called Elvis Presley had
been making waves wherever he had played throughout the
south; Sonny had heard all about it and he definitely wanted to
check him out when he hit a Newport venue. Sonny had always
loved the raw Blues and up-tempo rhythm and blues, and here was a young guy who obviously
shared the same passion. He was hooked, soon changing the name of the band to Pacers and
they were soon heading out to Sun Records in Memphis, Tennessee.
Red Headed Woman/We Wanna Boogie, his first
single on Sun, there can be little doubt was the wildest
piece of Rockabilly ever put out by the label, known for
just that. Like all Sonny releases on Sun it sold well
locally but never set any charts alight nationally,
despite having a wild stage act, red suit, shoes, guitar,
and hair to match, often including an imaginary bug
they would pretend to throw at each other, scratching
themselves whilst jumping around, falling to the floor.
Touring with the biggest names on Sun including
Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, Elvis too, before his
departure to RCA Victor records to unimaginable fame
and fortune.
Dawn of the sixties and the music scene was changing rapidly. Sonny found security touring far
and wide across US as part of Conway Twitty’s band but, getting bored with the endless touring,
he formed an outfit called Kings IV playing local clubs and bars. However, come the very early
1970s, he decided his days in the spotlight were over and took a day job, that being a travelling
salesman. Within a few short years something was happening thousands of miles away across
the Atlantic, a Rockabilly revolution. A new generation had turned their backs on the increasingly
pretentious and pompous rock music of the period, fifties rock roll records were changing hands at
'quite a price'. It took a while for Sonny to take the call that his old Sun tracks such as the
aforementioned Red Headed Woman, We Wanna Boogie, along with Ain’t Got A Thing, Tomorrow
Night, Find My Baby For Me, Sadie’s Back In Town were tearing up Rock’n’Roll dance floors,
unissued tracks sat alongside issued tracks saw the light of day on compilation albums.
Finally making it to the UK and Europe in the eighties, he would never look back, a very regular
visitor, headlining just about every major Rock’n’Roll festival there is in both UK and Europe.
Eventually his native US finally took notice, and during the nineties he cut a CD for Hightone
records, entitled "Tennessee Border" which had Dave Alvin of The Blasters fame guesting on
guitar. The title track is a rocked up version of Jimmy Work’s song that, in my humble opinion, sits
comfortably with much of his Sun output. Another CD followed a few years later on Rounder,
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"Sonny Burgess Still Has It" as indeed it proved; produced by Garry Tallent of Bruce Springsteen’s
E Street Band, it featured a track called Tiger Rose, a song that Springsteen by all accounts had
never got round to recording. The album also includes an excellent workout on country song Hell,
Yes I Cheated. The same decade saw him working as part of "Sun Rhythm Section" alongside
Elvis Presley’s drummer D.J Fontana, Paul Burlison from Johnny Burnette’s Rock’n’Roll Trio of
which he was the only survivor, who were, like Sonny, pretty much ignored at the time and had to
wait the passing of a couple of decades to garnish the acclaim they deserved. Also on board from
The Pacers Smoochie Smith on piano, Stan Kesler a very much busy behind the scenes man at
Sun records, on bass.
Sonny would quite rightly find himself inducted into the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame, as well as in
Europe’s Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame. He kept on a-rocking into the present century, at 86
headlining Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll Weekender once again. He was due back to these shores
this past July to perform at "Wildest Cats In Town" (for the benefit of uninitiated readers that's
another long running Rock’n’Roll weekender) sadly having to pull out due to a very bad fall at his
home.
Sonny Burgess died at Baptist Health Medical Centre, Little Rock Arkansas.

Here are some of my memories of Danny Rivers. I hope they give you some
idea of how lovely Danny was.
I met him in 1961 after a show at the De Montfort Hall and was given a lift
home. He was with his friend Al who arranged a date with my friend. After
going to his parents flat on Inglewood Road in West Hampstead we decided to
run his fan club. We had to have a signed letter from him authorising this. The
first time he showed up at mine I couldn’t believe how he found his way as
there were no sat-navs back then. After that he would often turn up as
© Paul Harris
Leicester is fairly central and was handy for him as he didn’t have to go all the
way back to London. I remember he always used to ask me to cook him poached eggs on toast.
Another memory was dying his hair with a black dye; I don’t know why because it was black
anyway. His hair turned out lovely and so did his ears - took a lot of rubbing to get the dye off of
them. When I knew he was coming I would always buy him some Johnnie Walker whisky which he
always drank neat.
He used to love My Baby Left Me by Elvis and would always play it at mine. In May 1963 Leicester
were playing in the F.A. Cup at Wembley and we sat in the neighbour’s downstairs flat to watch it.
Danny’s parents came back from the shop and threw a party. Danny’s mum had the new Beatles
LP and played it all night. She loved it that the Beatles came from Liverpool like her.
I remember Danny buying me a Bobby Vee LP for my 20 th birthday and also walking to see the
cathedral because we were too early for a gig. My dad asked him to send him some kippers when
he was in Douglas and he did. Sometimes he would come with Michael Cox and Nelson Keene. I
can picture them now playing cards, Danny wearing the tea cosy on his head. Michael was
playing skipping at one time with my little sister.
Another memory was going to the TV studios when he appeared on Thank Your Lucky Stars
where he sang We’re Gonna Dance. So many memories and one I almost forgot - we had a
working man’s club two doors away and we would go and watch the acts and have a drink. Then
there was bonfire night and my dad wasn’t very happy as Danny was throwing fireworks around.
Then there was the time he was skint and found a cheque in his pocket for £5. The grocer down
the road cashed it for him so we went to the pub and had a game of darts.
Sue Bassett (nee Stretton)
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As a precursor to the forthcoming Hemsby 59, Paul Harris provides a photographic overview of…

Gene Gambler & The Shufflers
© Paul Harris

Huelyn Duvall with The Roomates
© Paul Harris

Man In Black
© Paul Harris
Narvel Felts
© Paul Harris

Paul Ansell
© Paul Harris
Sandy’s legs
© Paul Harris

Sandy & The Wild Wombats
© Paul Harris

The Velvet Candles
© Paul Harris
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Jive Contest
© Paul Harris
Mischief
© Paul Harris

Narvel Felts
© Paul Harris

Jive Contest
© Paul Harris

The Velvet Candles
© Paul Harris

Narvel Felts then & now
© Paul Harris

Marcel Riesco, Narvel Felts, Huelyn Duvall & Willie Jeffery
© Paul Harris
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The magazine “READER'S DIGEST”, used to have a feature called “Laughter is the Best Medicine”, a
collection of jokes and funny stories. (As far as I know, this is still going.)
The saying is true. Scientists and health professionals confirm that a really good, hearty laughing
session exercises the whole body and gives us a unique work-out, which is wholly beneficial. Mind
you, when was the last time that happened to you? The news (like the weather) is nearly always bad
and so are lots of today's “comedians” and sitcoms.
My two friends here and I often talk about this and we all agree that much of today's “humour” just isn't
funny. Especially today's sitcoms, which are as funny as a turd in a swimming pool. The great sitcoms
of yesterday: “Only Fools and Horses”, “Dad's Army” etc. have no true descendants.
Quite some time ago, I watched the Script Editor of the BBC on TV, telling us that the corporation
receives 28,000 scripts a year suggesting ideas for comedy programmes. If the ones the BBC choose
to broadcast are the best, I would not like to see the worst!
“That is only your opinion”, the BBC might reply. “No, it isn't”, I would insist. “It is the opinion of a lot of
people who, like me, bemoan the decline in standards.” The BBC: “Well, Mr Foster, you and your
hard-to-please friends might think that these programmes are not funny but a lot of our viewers think
that they are hilarious.”
Me: “That is exactly what we are complaining about! The low standards of the audiences, not just the
programmes!”
“Don't you think that remark is snobbish and patronising, Mr Foster?” “No, just a plea for good taste.”
Nor are “popularity polls” any guide to quality. Regarding the late Bruce Forsyth, he once
topped two polls at the same time: “The most popular person on TV and the least popular
person!” Jerry Lewis, who died within days of Forsyth, was once the highest-paid
comedian in the USA but many discerning critics described him as “the unfunniest
comedian ever”. The French, however, regard him as a comic genius and awarded him
the Legion d'Honneur.
Having a sense of humour is far more important than just amusement. If Hitler had had a
sense of humour, wouldn't he have realized what a ranting, ridiculous figure he was, like
a bad impersonation of Charlie Chaplin? And his audiences would have realized the
same (the Germans, some historians remind us, were the best-educated people in Europe.)
Now I am going to contradict myself and tell you the only joke Hitler ever made (unless you know
better.) “He seemed such a nice, old gentleman that I thought I would give him my autograph.” That
was said to his cronies, just after he and Neville Chamberlain had signed the Munich agreement.
Religious believers often lack humour which means that they have no sense of proportion (like the
IRA, who made death threats against comedian Dave Allen because he dared to poke fun at the Pope
and the hypocrisy of the Roman Catholic church.)
Then there was the violent reaction of some Muslims to the publication of a cartoon they claimed
insulted Allah. Do they have a sense of humour? Go on, whisper a Muslim joke to me!
Humour can survive in the most unlikely places. There were some prisoners in the Nazi death camps
who told each other sick jokes, satirising the terrible Hell in which they were suffering. I have read that
a similar thing happened to researchers studying the gruesome atrocities of the Nazis. As one of them
said: ”Telling each other sick jokes was the only way we could endure reading the mountain of
documentation detailing the sickening cruelty and monstrous evil of the Third Reich.”
There exists a remarkable photo of a French resistance fighter seconds before his execution by firing
squad. (Who took it or why, I don't know.) He shows no fear and is facing his death with a mocking
smile on his lips, showing utter contempt for the brutal German invaders of his country.
He had the last laugh!
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
This issue sub headed: A Monumental Column
1.
The TFTW Stompin’ USA revellers will be interested in this. A view from the Le Cirque hotel, a favourite
for Stompers, used to reveal Gen. Robert E. Lee perched on his landmark column, but no more: This was the
last of the Confederate monuments removed under a 2015 City Council vote on a proposal by Mayor Mitch
Landrieu. The Mayor said “These statues are not just stone and metal. They are not just innocent
remembrances of a benign history. These monuments celebrate a fictional, sanitized Confederacy; ignoring the
death, ignoring the enslavement, ignoring the terror that it actually stood for.” There were cheers as the statue
was removed and many had waited all day. Source: Jesse J. Holland, L. V. Review-Journal, 20.5.2017
2.
Workers in masks and bullet proof vests and military style helmets, removed the Liberty Place
monument, a 35 ft granite obelisk erected in 1891. It commemorated the failed uprising by the Crescent City
White League, who tried to topple a biracial Reconstruction government installed in New Orleans after the Civil
War. An inscription added in 1932 included the words “recognised white supremacy in the South”. There had
been death threats and fears of disruption. 16 White Leaguers, 13 members of the white and black metropolitan
police force and 6 bystanders were among those killed in Canal St. President Ulysses Grant sent federal troops
to take the city back 3 days later. Source: Jesse J. Holland, L. V. Review-Journal, 25.4.2017
3.
A tour of the N.Orleans French Quarter with historian Leon A. Waters visited unmarked sites of African
American and civil rights history, including the Liberty Monument stashed away between a garage and a river
floodwall. The plaque honoured the Reconstruction-era paramilitary White League’s attack on local government
killing more than 100 people. The students were shocked to learn that some residents were still fighting to
preserve it. It was removed last week, dismantled at night by masked workers wearing flak jackets and snipers
at the ready. The final stop on the tour was a monument of U.S. Justice Edward Douglass White, a former
Confederate and member of the White League. He voted with the majority of the U.S. Supreme Court against
local civil rights pioneer Homer A. Plessy in the landmark “separate but equal” decision. Source: Anne
Gisleslon, L.A. Times 30.4.2017
4.
In June 2015 Dylann Roof murdered 9 African American churchgoers in S. Carolina, photos reveal him
carrying a Confederate battle flag. Community leaders in the South immediately removed the flags from public
buildings and New Orleans city officials described the Civil War monuments as a “public nuisance.” These
monuments included General Lee , Pierre G.T. Beauregard and Jefferson Davis. All were advocators of slavery.
The North was not blameless regarding slavery. New England ships carried kidnapped Africans into slavery,
northern mills spun slave grown cotton and New York Financiers invested in the plantation economy, and even
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson owned slaves. Many memorials remain. Source: L.A. Times,
8.5.2017
5.
Over 700 Confederate monuments are scattered across the USA with nearly 300 of those in Virginia,
Georgia and N. Carolina according to a report by the Southern Poverty Law Center. They include The Stone
Mountain Confederate memorial which is larger than a football field, located outside downtown Atlanta on a site
where the Ku Klux Klan used to gather. The Robert E. Lee statue in Charlottesville, Va., depicts the general
astride his horse Traveler. The City Council has voted to sell the statue to a museum or educational institution.
The 120 years old John C. Calhoun monument in Charleston S.C. remains in situ in Marion Square, a few
blocks away where Roof shot the Rev. Clementa Pinckney and 8 parishioners. Source: Jenn Jarvie, L.A. Times,
30.4.2017
6.
Jody “Babydoll” Gibson, with long blond hair and a plunging neck line, appeared before Superior Court
Judge Larry Paul Fidler, claiming nightclub hostess Lana Clarkson worked for her call girl ring. Phil Spector was
accused of murdering Clarkson who had appeared in the 1985 film “Barbarian Queen”. Fidler ordered Gibson to
keep quiet about anything related to the shooting and the defense may not for now call her as a witness. Jurors
were dismissed when Gibson and her attorney argued she should be allowed to talk to the press, and promote
an upcoming book about her life. The judge ordered all witnesses not to talk to the media. Source: Linda
Deutsch, L.A. Review-Journal 19.7.2007
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7.
Jenn Harris is an American soccer fan reminding readers that in England it is “football”, and has been a
Liverpool fan since leaving college, but this 3 day trip was split between the Manchester United and Liverpool’s
grounds. Arriving at Liverpool’s Anfield football stadium, he passed through the Paisley Gateway which was
named after Bob Paisley. Paisley had spent 50 years with the team as player, coach and manager. Jenn then
learned with dismay that the stadium was undergoing an expansion. Not able to tour the stands or stadium, the
Boot Room café was visited then on to the Steven Gerrard exhibit in the museum. Gerrard “is Liverpool’s best
player ever”. Info: Anfield Road, Liverpool, 011-44-151-260-6677. WW.Liverpoolfc.com/stadium. Source: Jenn
Harris, L.A.Times, 19.3.2017
8.
Stonewall Jackson is suing 44 year old Pete Fisher, Grand Ole Opry general manager and Gaylord
Entertainment $20m for age discrimination. Gaylord have been the owners of the Grand Ole Opry since 1983.
Opry members were required to appear on the radio show at least 26 Saturdays a year and were paid $15 as
Charlie Louvin remembers. If an act was making $2k a night it could cost them $52k a year to remain a member
of the Opry. Louvin said his appearances have dwindled to 15 a year, losing health insurance for his wife with
The American Federation of Television & Radio artists, based on coverage to members against performance
income. Today there are 3 or 4 shows a week, each up to 2.5 hours long. They can range from 8 on a Tuesday
show to 18 on a Saturday night. Many veteran performers were asked to quit in 2000. Source: John Gerome,
Las Vegas-Review Journal, 11.3.2007
9.
The Tipitina Foundation, director Bill Taylor, is paying for the repairs of Fats Domino’s home in the 9th
Ward New Orleans, and James Elder is in charge of the construction after it was ravished by Hurricane Katrina
on Aug. 29th 2005. The home may be finished by the summer. The foundation will spend upwards of $100K with
the restoration, and is working with Elton John, Tom Petty, Bonnie Raitt, Willie Nelson, B.B. King and others,
who will record a tribute album of Domino’s songs to benefit the foundation. Roughly 25% of the proceeds will
go to Fat’s home. After Katrina, Fats was taken to the Superdrome, then to Baton Rouge where he was reunited
with his family, and spent 2 days at the apartment of Tigers’ quarterback JaMarcus Russell. He then spent some
time in New Orleans, and then moved into a gated homestead in suburban Harvey. Source: Stacey Plaisance,
Las Vegas Tribune. 7.3.2007
10.
The Old Town record label was started in New York City in the late 1950s by Hy Weiss and his brother
Sam. He had been working as a salesman for several small labels that specialised in R&B. Some of the label’s
biggest hits included “There’s A Moon Out Tonight” by the Capris, “Let The Little Girl Dance” by Billy Bland.
“Remember Then” by The Earls and “We Belong Together” by Robert & Johnny. Old Town also recorded blues
artists including Willie Dixon, Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, and in the 1960s Arthur Prysock. Weiss sold
Old Town in 1996. His son, Barry Weiss, is president and CEO of the Zomba Label Group, a unit of Sony BMG
Music Entertainment. Hy was a native of Romania and raised in the Bronx, he died March 20, aged 84, in
Englewood, New Jersey. Source: Los Angeles Times, 2.4.2007
11.
Born 14.7.1933 in Sparta, N.C. Franklin Delano Reeves was the youngest of 11 children, and learned to
play guitar with help from his mother, and was playing regularly by the age of 12 on a local radio show.
Attending Appalachian State College in Boone, N.C. he then joined the Air Force, performing and writing songs
when stationed at Travis Air Force Base in Northern California. He then moved to Nashville in 1962, and was
signed up by Kelso Herston to the United Artists label in the 1960s, recording under the name Del Reeves. One
no. 1 hit was “Girl On The Billboard” which sold a million records. Known as the “Doodle-Oo-Doo-Doo-Kid” his
other hits included “The Bells Of Southern Bell.” Reeves joined the Grand Ole Opry in 1966 where he did
impressions of Jimmy Stewart, Johnny Cash and Walter Brennan. Reeves died 1.1.07 in Centerville, Tenn.
Source: L.A. Times, 3.1.2007
12.
“Suspicious Minds” is the first single off the new Viva Elvis-The Album CD. Tom Cording, vice president
of media relations for Legacy Recordings, Sony Music Entertainment’s catalogue division says ”I can
understand why the purist may be cautious and hesitant, but the album is a new way to bring Elvis’ music to a
whole new younger audience.” Erich van Tourneau produced the new songs sampling Elvis’ music and voice
with more modern styles like punk, garage rock and hip-hop plus voice overs and sound effects. Jerry Dean,
operations manager for Entercom Memphis’ 5 radio stations said he probably won’t play it. Miami oldies station
WMXJ-FM plans to play the new version of “Suspicious Minds”. Other songs include “King Creole;” “That’s All
Right;” “Love Me Tender;” and “Blue Suede Shoes”. Source: Adrian Sainz, Las Vegas Review-Journal,
19.10.2010
13.
“Viva Elvis” is a Canadian Cirque du Soleil production on the Las Vegas Strip. Erich Van Tourneau is the
37 year old music supervisor and producer of the show’s album, the “Viva” album. It was released Nov. 9 but not
as big selling in the first week as “Love” the Cirque soundtrack which re-mastered the Beatles by George Martin.
Erich listened to 3000 hours of Elvis and hopes Sony Legacy will put up a website with a map to each song
listing every sample. A suggested “breakout single” could be “A Little Less Conversation”. Erich says “My goal
was to have Elvis back and dangerous. To re-imagine Elvis and not simply to put a big beat under it, but trying
to translate the songs in 2010”. Elvis fans were more sceptical about messing with the King but Erich is proving
himself to be trustworthy, and the disc will be the show’s ambassador. Source: Mike Weatherford, L.V. ReviewJournal, 21.11.2010
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Chas McDevitt
When and where were you born Chas?
December the 4th 1934 in Glasgow, as was Lonnie Donegan, as was Karl Denver, as was Nancy
Whiskey, as was Jimmy Jackson, quite a few skifflers all born in Glasgow. I’m not from a really
musical family, although my dad used to sing in the bath.
When did your interest in music begin?
When I was at school really and I started listening to Radio Luxembourg, heard a few jazz
records, pop music was coming through in those days but it was pretty banal stuff and I wasn’t
really interested in it but you’d hear the odd thing that you liked. We’d be at a fairground and hear
somebody like Teresa Brewer with a jazz background so it was the jazz that interested me initially.
I bought quite a divergence of records and one of the first was Johnny Dodds and his New
Orleans Wanderers playing Perdido Street Blues but I also had an instrumental Hungarian
csárdás so my tastes were quite wide. From there I started listening to jazz and there was a local
band that got together and started playing so I used to go and listen to them. That’s when I
decided to play the banjo and when I was in a sanatorium for nine months a local baker gave me
a ukulele that I tuned to banjo. When I left the sanatorium I went to Switzerland to recuperate for
about six months and I carved myself a wooden neck in the
shape of a banjo with the frets in the right place and just
practised on that.
When I came back home I bought myself a proper banjo and we
used to rehearse in a church hall before going to the jazz club
on a Saturday night. One night I got to the jazz club and the
banjo player asked if I had my banjo with me. I told him I’d just
been rehearsing up the road and he said I’d have to play that
night. His banjo had broken, the vellum had gone. I offered him
my banjo but he said he couldn’t play it as his was a tenor and
mine was a G, so he threw me in at the deep end. From then on
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for about six months the band, the High Curley Stompers, had two banjos until he took up the
bass. They came from Camberley in Surrey but High Curley was the
name of a farm in Bagshot where the piano player, Peter Honri, came
from. He’s only just died in August 2016. His grandfather was Percy
Honri, a famous concertina player.
The jazz band had quite a few luminaries pass through it; Tony
Milliner on trombone who finished up playing with Sandy Brown, and
also Billy Woodall (Billy Wayne) on drums who ended up playing with
the Bob Miller Band, so there were quite some good musicians
amongst them. Our big gig was the Savoy Ballroom at Southsea and
to play that we had to join the Musician’s Union as all the big bands
played there. So we joined the union and consequently, when we
were playing locally, we weren’t allowed to go out for less than £15 a
night for the full band. Good enough except that Bob Potter, the other
local band, weren’t in the union and they were going out for £12 a
night. That’s how he started and made his money.
About 1954/1955 I started working in London and playing with the
Crane River jazz band on banjo who were the remnants of the original band with only one or two
original members left. I played banjo with them and started featuring the skiffle band in the
interval. With the High Curley Stompers we had a breakdown band; I was on banjo, Marc Sharratt
who lived locally was on washboard with a piano player and a bass player. This was at the same
time as Ken Colyer and Chris Barber were playing. We used to go out and listen to them in
London at weekends when we weren’t playing so we were contemporary to them but we didn’t call
ourselves a skiffle group, as they didn’t. We sang a lot of the same tunes, semi jazz numbers such
as It's Tight Like That and Trouble in Mind and that developed into skiffle with Colyer bringing in all
the Leadbelly songs.
We’d play a lot of church halls with a regular job at Addleston, we played over Burton’s in Kingston
and we played Cy Lauries’ jazz club. Marc Sharratt on washboard, Pete Timlett (piano player with
the Cranes) and myself were a regular interval band at Cy Laurie’s. We were there most
weekends and one night I spoke to Marc and said I didn’t think we were there that weekend
because he had the St Louis Trio on. I got in touch with Cy who told me WE were the St Louis
Trio! He just gave us a name that we didn’t know about. Cy was a nice bloke, not a great clarinet
player but he organised things well. The all night sessions there were fantastic.
1956 is when Wally Whyton stopped off at the 2is during the Soho
Fair - every July they had the French Festival there - and Wally and
the Vipers played in the coffee bar. That’s when Paul Lincoln invited
us to play there regularly. Also in 1956 we recorded Freight Train
which wasn’t released until January 1957 and didn’t get into the
charts until April 1957. There was a demand for it because we were
doing a lot of television and radio bit Oriole pressed their own
records, the only small company that had their own printing press,
and they were so busy pressing records for everybody else they had
no time to do ours. We could have been Number One in a few weeks
had they done that.
The Vipers and ourselves were the best paid groups at the 2is and I think we got £15 a night. It
was a very small, tight place down below (you’d never get away with it these days) and much of
the time we didn’t have a microphone. If there was, it was just one for the six of us. I’ve always
maintained that was why there were so many guitars in skiffle groups as, without amplifiers, you
needed to make a lot of noise so there were always five or six guitars.
We were in a talent contest on Radio Luxembourg at the Chelsea Palace, which we won for three
weeks running. Because we lived in the area we filled the audience with all our mates and the
results were done on applause but on the final week they decided a piano player should win as
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they only needed to give him one prize instead of six. On that last week I did Freight Train myself
at half tempo.
By then, we’d recorded it for Oriole and Bill Varley our manager said it was okay but it was no
different from a lot of the other groups. We had other tracks that could have been the A side but
Bill said there was a girl in the talent contest (she hadn’t won) and Bill suggested we get her. That
was Nancy Whiskey. He approached her to sing with us, which she didn’t want to do at first
because she wanted to carry on doing folk songs, but he talked her into coming along and we
recorded Freight Train with her singing.
The group was originally Marc Sharratt on washboard, John Paul on bass, Alex Whitehouse on
guitar (he was the pretty boy with the Marlon Brando fringe, the Brian Jones of our group), Dennis
Carter on guitar who had a really good bluesy voice and me, of course. Half of them didn’t want to
turn professional so they formed the Oldtimers to play the skiffle clubs and we brought in Lennie
Harrison on bass and Bill Bramwell on guitar. At one stage we had Les Bennetts on guitar but he
was only with us for a couple of weeks before going off with Lonnie Donegan.
Lennie Harrison was quite an amazing character and when I was 21 he was 51. He used to wear
American clothes from Cecil Gee’s, he had a Ronald Colman moustache, spiky blond hair and he
used to pull all the birds. We’d sometimes be waiting to go on stage in a dance hall going
“Where’s Lennie?” and he’d appear with a little 16 year old, straightening her skirt. We were as
nervous as anything but he was really cool. He was quite a character and he’d tell totally
unbelievable stories but then someone would come up and say “Yeah, I was with Lennie when he
tripped up King Farouk and Farouk gave him a cigarette lighter”. He used to have a pet crab that
he’d walk along the beach on a string and when he was on stage he’d keep it in a bucket of water.
In the thirties, when Duke Ellington came over, he created such a reaction that the English
musicians thought they’d never work again because Americans would take all their work so they
were banned from working over here. Consequently, the Americans banned English musicians. In
1935 a group came over called the Washboard Serenaders and they were allowed to come as
they were a novelty band but they had to use three English musicians. Lennie was one of those
musicians and he also played with Fats Waller over here and recorded with him. Looking up this
Washboard Serenaders group I found that Lennie played spoons on one of their records so he
was really the first English skiffler.
Later on he used to play with Tony Crombie, Kathy Stobart and people like that but, being so
much older than us, he died many years ago. There’s a programme on Tin Pan Alley that
occasionally gets shown where you can see Lennie darting around on a Monday morning. The
musicians used to go down Archer Street on a Monday looking for work and the drummers would
have their drumsticks in their pockets so you’d know they were a drummer. Being a bass player,
Lennie just had to make himself known to make sure he got work.
With Freight Train in the charts, what was the touring like?
We used to play the Nuffield Centre which was right opposite the offices of
Joe Collins, Joan Collins’ dad, who had a big agency. He and Bert Ambrose
booked us to play the Metropolitan in Edgware Road as top of the bill but that
was in January. As I said, although they released the record in January it
didn’t get into the charts straight away so they were a bit
premature. Although we did the business there, they
didn’t want to take a chance on booking us later on. The
opening comic was Larry Grayson and another guy called
Digby Wolfe who was a big star in Canada and America
and ended up writing for Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In in
the States.
Eventually we did a tour of the Moss Empires before Nancy left the group and
broke records everywhere we played (and we were on a percentage too). We
finished up at the Newcastle Empire in August 1957 which was the last week.
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During that week a group calling themselves the Railroaders came to see us and asked us if we
wanted to come along and listen to them play at a wedding on Saturday morning. We went along
and had a listen to them and told them they should go to London. The Railroaders were Hank
Marvin and Bruce Welch. A couple of weeks later Bruce came down to suss out the scene and
eventually they all came down to the 2is and that’s how that started.
How did you get the call from America?
Gerry Myers, a Canadian DJ, got hold of Freight Train and was playing it non-stop and it was
heard in New York so the New York DJs picked it up and started playing it. The record company
wanted us to go over there but I couldn’t as I was contracted to do something here so Nancy went
over for one show, there and back. They had a show in Chicago where you get on, sing your song
and that’s it although she had to wait until three in the morning to go on. After that they booked us
on the Ed Sullivan show so, although the full group couldn’t go, three of us could if we used three
American musicians.
When we did the Ed Sullivan show in ’57 we had Hank Garland accompanying us on guitar, he’d
played with Elvis and everybody, and I noticed the Everly Brothers were fawning over him asking
him to show them how to do various things. I’d never heard of him and had to ask the Everlys who
he was. When it came to the performance we had Hank Garland on guitar, Billy Mure on rhythm
guitar and Sandy Block on bass, all top session men and Hank asked if I had the charts. I said “No
charts, it’s a skiff, just go oom ching-a-ching, oom ching-a-ching”. “Are you sure?” he asked. If you
watch the tape of the show, he’s going oom ching and I’m on the side going prrrrrrr. Quite exciting
times for us.
Rusty Draper covered the song and he had a bigger hit than us and he
copied our arrangement and everything. He did the show and we weren’t
due to appear until two weeks later but Chic Thompson of Chic Records,
Thomasville, Georgia got hold of a PR woman in New York to arrange to
bring the show forward a week so that we followed on a week after Rusty
Draper. Not only did she do that but after Rusty’s performance, she got Ed
to say that the original artists would appear next week. I asked her how she
managed that and she said “Through bedroom diplomacy”.
I found out just a few years ago that Randy Sparks of the New Christy Minstrels was in the US
Navy when we did the Ed Sullivan show and he entered a talent contest, the prize being to sing
your own song on the Ed Sullivan show and he won. I’ve still got the advert which says Freight
Train, Chas McDevitt Skiffle Group and next week, Randy Sparks sings Freight Train. He went to
do the show, to sing his song, and they told him he had to do Freight Train which he’d never heard
of and didn’t know so he refused to do it. They threw him off the show, he was confined to
barracks when he got back and another sailor took his place and did the song. He heard 20 years
later that somebody had paid the Ed Sullivan show $10,000 for three airings of Freight Train which
would have been Rusty Draper, us and Randy. Apparently the same thing had happened before
with Bo Diddley who had been booked for the show and they told him they wanted him to sing
Sixteen Tons. There was a big argument and in the end he agreed. Being a live show, he gets
announced and goes straight into Bo Diddley and there was nothing they could do about it. He
never got to appear on there again but nevertheless he got his plug. That was going on a lot in
those days.
On the show we were on were the Everly Brothers, Bonnie Guitar (Dark Moon), a modern group
the Kirby Stone Four who were very good, a harmony type gang thing, and Donald Campbell the
speed ace was on. When we were there it was over the Independence Day weekend and they
asked me and Mike if we wanted to go up into the mountains for the weekend. We wanted to go
and see George Lewis and his New Orleans Band at the Central Plaza Ballroom which we did
although Nancy went up to the mountains. Up there was the Count Basie Band which wasn’t my
kind of music so I wouldn’t have enjoyed it but that’s what we missed by not going up there. We
got to meet George Lewis, Tony Parenti, Conrad Janis and all the other jazzers so we enjoyed
that more.
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While we were there we were supposed to be going on the Alan Freed show so we went to the
Paramount with the PR lady that organised it all. We saw the show and went round to meet Alan
Freed afterwards. I remember Chuck Berry was after Nancy. During the show, and we sat there to
see the whole show, they had police walking up and down to stop the kids from jiving in the aisles.
They had Big Joe Turner, Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, Chuck Berry, Teddy Randazzo of the Three
Chuckles, the Moonglows, the Cadillacs, Clyde McPhatter, Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers,
Lewis Lymon and the Teenchords, LaVern Baker, Ruth Brown, Paul Anka came on as a last
minute thing in short trousers, Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor on sax, Al Sears on sax, two drummers, a
big band right across the stage and Alan Freed. We went round to meet them afterwards and we
were meant to be going on that show and tour with them but it all blew up in our faces. Nancy
wanted to leave the group, the agent thought she wanted to sign with someone else, we were
contracted to come back and do this big Moss Empire anyway so we missed out on that.
When we did the Ed Sullivan show we stayed at the Park Sheraton Hotel in New York where a
guy was murdered in the barber shop by the mob the month after we were there. Marc and I had a
suite and Nancy had a suite. Chic Records invited all the press along for an interview in the hotel
room. This blonde comes waddling in on her high heels, a beautiful young lady in a tight pale blue
two-piece suit, bouffant hairstyle like Betty Grable, followed by a little old man shuffling along
behind her. She comes up to Chic Thompson and introduces herself and says in a Georgia accent
“I had to bring him into the room ‘cos he tried to kiss me in the elevator”. The old feller had started
to leave so Chic dragged him back into the room, made him get down on his hands and knees in
front of all the press and kiss his wife’s shoes and apologise to her, and then crawl out of the
room. I thought “Christ, this is who we’re working for”. When he got word that Nancy was thinking
of leaving the group and signing for another agency he said “If she leaves the group, I’ll kill you”.
Having seen what he was capable of, first chance we got, we left but things had fallen apart by
then anyway.
We worked Palisades Park with Joe Williams and one of the groups that later became Sam The
Sham and the Pharaohs it was open air like Battersea Park and we followed a cowboy on a horse
who jumped off a tower into a tank of flaming water. When he and the horse landed in the water it
put all the flames out and we had to follow that. We came back and did the Moss Empire tour with
Terry Dene and broke all records as I mentioned earlier.
What do you think of your follow up records to Freight Train?
I wanted Cotton Song to be the A side to start with but they put them both out together. So the
next one was rushed on top of that which was New Orleans and Worried Man and again, New
Orleans would have been quite a good number and is still played quite a lot. That was House Of
The Rising Sun to a fast tempo. Next we did Greenback Dollar with Nancy singing the lead and
Bill Bramwell was in the group by then playing lead guitar and we did a couple more with Nancy.
One was Face In The Rain when we came back from America and Johnny-O just as she left the
group. They released Johnny-O the same week that they released Shirley’s first record Across
The Bridge, both by us, so what chance have they got to play?
Why did you start the Freight Train coffee bar?
We used to sing in a lot of coffee bars starting at the Fantasie in Chelsea, we used to go down the
Gyre And Gimble where the Vipers played and the other coffee bars so when the opportunity to
get 44 Berwick Street came up I thought I might as well buy the lease which was for ten years so I
did. That was just after the Moss Empire tour. Part of the trouble was that I had different people
running it for me who were lining their own pockets half the time. We had a good opening night
there with the Showbiz XI playing. We didn’t have much music there although Cliff played there
with the Drifters. I’ve still got a letter from Ian Samwell who was looking after them at the time
saying ‘Dear Chas, Thank you for letting Cliff and the Drifters play your coffee bar. We made quite
a few new fans. We got quite cold waiting for your staff to open up but we’d love to come again.’
We made a reasonable amount of money, though this was mainly on the pinball table and fruit
machines rather than the coffee. There was really no room for music because once you had a
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group in the corner it filled up half the place and we didn’t want to develop the downstairs because
it was all damp and horrible. However, downstairs was where they wrote Shakin’ All Over. The
night before the session they suddenly realised they didn’t have the B side so they went down
there and wrote Shakin’ All Over.
Hank met his first wife in the Freight Train. We’d have the windows smashed in every now and
again by the lads out in the street, Curly King and his gang. Just round the corner were the clubs
run by the Cypriots and the Greeks and there were punch ups and stabbings all the time in the
streets. Opposite us was the Top Ten Club with Vince Taylor. Downstairs at 33 Berwick Street
Marc Sharratt had his studios where they did all the Melody Maker shots and other pictures. When
I sold the place it became a dirty book shop for a while and then it became Musicland where Elton
John used to serve behind the counter
We were on tour with the Treniers when my dad phoned up to tell me the manager of the coffee
bar had been stopped at Dover with half the staff, going on a holiday to France with all the takings
and all the food. I had various friends and relations running the place for me when I wasn’t there
although it wasn’t particularly satisfactory. It was handy as that was where all the groups would
meet either before they went on to a gig or be dropped off there at one or two in the morning, so
somewhere to go for a coffee.
The Treniers’ tour started with Jerry Lee Lewis but not for
long. Terry Wayne was on as well. A lot of theatres
decided to cancel once Jerry Lee was no longer on it but
they still kept most of the tour going. Consequently, the
guys in my group who weren’t on a percentage and we
paid them a salary, I had to pay for a full tour, including
the dates that were cancelled. We sued the Greys to try
and get that money back which was a fatal thing to do as
we didn’t work for them for another ten years. The tour
was great with the Treniers who were great fun. That’s
where I wrote a song for Vince Taylor Move Over Tiger.
We’d all travel together on a coach and I used to sit with one of the twins (no idea which one it
was, either Claude or Cliff) and one of them would come down and say “Move over Tiger” so we
used that for the song title.
By 1959 we’d reduced the group to a four-piece; Les Bennetts came in on guitar for a few weeks
and recorded with us on a couple of tracks. He also did a broadcast with us when he was pissed
out of his mind and we nearly lost the contract because of that. Not long after that he was with
Lonnie and by then Shirley Douglas was playing bass. On one occasion they wanted us to do a
show for the Water Rats and the two boys were on holiday. We didn’t have a backing group but
we did the show for them and then we realised we didn’t need a backing group; as long as we had
a drummer, we had an act. The two of us went out and supported the Beatles, Gerry and the
Pacemakers, we supported everybody. Sometimes we used the Shadows’ drummer on stage or if
the Johnny Wiltshire Band was backing the show we used their drummer.
We toured in cabaret all throughout the Far East, Africa and New Zealand. In 1961 we did shows
in Iceland and we travelled all over; Rhodesia, Cairo, Israel and we’d spend months and months in
these places. One of the first trips we did was on the Queen Elizabeth I to New York and back.
That’s when I went down the Bitter End to see the Triplets and Joey and the Twisters at the
Peppermint Lounge. Josh White Jr was singing in those days. While we were over there we were
supposed to go on a package with the Fats Domino rhythm section playing for us but that didn’t
happen.
Who else did you get to see?
I saw Big Bill Broonzy a few times when he came over and I actually sent him a letter when he
was here in 1952 while I was in the sanatorium. I asked him for his autograph and if he could give
me Washboard Sam’s address. He sent back a signed programme and wrote on it ‘Wishing you a
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spiddy recovery’. At the bottom he had added the address of a Robert Brown when I had asked
for Washboard Sam’s (I didn’t know they were the same person).
I saw T-Bone Walker and Lonnie Johnson the night that Lonnie Donegan got his name. Lonnie
Johnson and Ralph Sutton, a stride piano player, were playing at the Royal Festival Hall and,
because of the Musician’s Union ban, no English union bands were allowed to play with them, so
they booked the non-union Tony Donegan Jazz Band to back them. For his part, Lonnie Johnson
came out, put a chair in front of the mike, put his leg over the chair with his banjo and sang a
Catholic hymn, Sweet Heart Of Jesus, and then they went into the band playing. (Years later I
recorded that as Juke Box Jumble.) That night the compere mistakenly announced Tony Donegan
as Lonnie Donegan and he liked it so much he kept it, and thus Lonnie Donegan was born. I never
got to see Mahalia Jackson who I’d have liked to have seen.
How did you get on with Lonnie?
Nobody gets on well with Lonnie and, as Joe Brown says, Lonnie regards himself as the king and
that’s it. Our paths didn’t cross much in the early days although maybe we were on the odd show
together, the same concert at the Albert Hall or something like that but in later years I would guest
on his show or do a tour with him. When I revived the group in 1988 we did a show in Nantes in
France where I had most of my original group with me and Lonnie was on the show. French being
my first language I did the whole show in French and we had double bass and washboard
whereas Lonnie had electric bass and saxophone and the rockers didn’t want to know. From that
moment on he started using washboard again which he hadn’t used at all after Rock Island Line.
We did a few things together and I got him into the Water Rats after he’d originally been turned
down and, more recently, I got his son Peter in. I did a television show with Frank Skinner recently
in which he investigated skiffle and it gave him an opportunity to play his ukulele, and Peter and I
did that at the 100 Club. The show was called What A Performance.
How did you spend the mid-sixties?
Mainly cabaret clubs in the north of England. We’d do Manchester and be booked for fourteen
shows and finish up doing twenty one sometimes. We went to Bangkok and were booked for
fourteen shows a week, an early evening show at the night club followed by a late show. Then
they suddenly decided to put us on an American air base in between so we’d do a first show, pack
up all the gear with two Vox amps, shoot off to the American air base and do the show, then pack
everything up again to come back for the last show. We therefore ended up doing twenty one
shows a week much to the annoyance of the people who owned the contract as they had to pay
us half as much again. Not bad money but it was sheer hell, sweating all the time. We did a lot of
work in the Far East.
We went to New Zealand with a touring folk show; Robin Hall and Jimmie MacGregor doing
Scottish things, Eileen Donaghy doing Irish things, a Welsh artist doing Welsh things and Shirley
and I were supposed to be doing English things. We learnt a couple of English folk songs but
ended up doing things like La Bamba.
I had the coffee bar until 1968 and in ‘63/’64 we worked with the Beatles at the ABC in Blackpool
which is where I took my home movie of them; Gerry and the Pacemakers, the Dave Clark Five,
the Moody Blues and all the names from that time we supported. The Beatles had just got their
song in the charts, we’d just done the Sunday concert with them and they were booked to go back
to Germany. I remember saying to Paul that with their song charting would he go back to
Germany to which he replied, “We’d be bloody soft!”
As we moved into the seventies we carried on touring and when the clubs started dying out we
were doing cruises. We were also doing hotel lounge work, three hours at a time, well paid but
three hours! I remember doing the Excelsior Hotel with Slade in the audience when they were in
between trips. Shirley was once singing in the bar and occasionally people would come up and
request a number and one couple asked for a number and left a note in her guitar case. After the
show she looked in the case and it was a $100 bill.
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I used to play the clubs in Leeds and I stayed with a friend, John Wall, who ran the K C Moaners
skiffle group and he used to book all the folk clubs and social clubs up there. Diz Disley also used
to stay with him because he did a cabaret act as well. Eventually Shirley and I broke up in about
1975 but I still carried on with a small group.
Did you come across Johnny Duncan?
He went to live in Norfolk where the American bases are but he sounded like the real thing; the
nasal accent and voice and playing the mandolin behind his head. His hit Last Train To San
Fernando was offered to us as a calypso which was supposed to be the next big thing after skiffle.
We actually recorded Banana Boat Song for Embassy at that time and they gave us the song but I
said “Oh no, we don’t want to do that”. Johnny picked it up and turned it around with that definitive
guitar solo from Denny Wright .
The book Chas, how did that come about?
I originally did the book, Skiffle - The Definitive Inside Story, in 1995 and I
remember selling copies at the big skiffle show at the Royal Albert Hall on
‘98. When skiffle first became popular I tried to get a book published in
Fleet Street as a souvenir with all the groups but nobody was interested.
When I came to write the book I had all that information and it was fairly
easy to elongate articles and put stuff in. That came out in ’97 and about
three years ago I redid it because so many people had died. We put a few
more pictures in and even included a bonus CD with tracks that influenced
people in those days as well as some obscure tracks of mine. Most
importantly, you got a copy for your birthday Keith.
Skiffle - The Roots of British Rock, 7 December 1998 at the Royal Albert Hall.
I was the compere and Lonnie topped the bill of course but we also had the likes of Joe Brown
and Adam Faith. Lonnie loved it so much we couldn’t get him off stage and we would have been
into penalty clauses if we’d run too late so we virtually had to drag him off with a butcher’s hook.
He did say it was one of the best shows he’d ever done. Sadly it wasn’t recorded but there is a
snippet of him finishing up with Frankie and Johnny on YouTube. Nancy Whiskey was on, Diz
Disley, Tony Sheridan went on (and nobody could get him off), Wee Willie Harris, everybody who
was associated with those early days. We had some people in from Finland and they booked me
for shows in Finland. There’s a big following for skiffle in Scandinavia and we meet up with some
German groups like the Worried Men occasionally.
The Water Rats celebrated their centenary at the London Palladium in 1989 and I’ve got stills of it
but nobody recorded it. They thought they’d have had to have paid royalties but people would
have done it for nothing. It was the same with the Royal Albert Hall event but I think the Donegan
family filmed it which is why the clip (I hope you all took a look at it) of Frankie and Johnny is on
there.
I’d worked with various comedians and people who were members of the Grand
Order of the Water Rats and I’d done charity shows for them every now and then.
Somebody proposed me for membership in 1975 and I became a Water Rat then
and King Rat at that time was Bernard Bresslaw who I knew through playing football
with him in the showbiz team. You’re voted in and you have to go through a whole
series of offices before you become King Rat and I was King in 2003 and 2004.
Quite a few have been King Rat twice such as Ted Ray. More recently Kaplan Kaye
who runs the Ukaye Ukes has been King three times. People think they are all old timers and they
are as the likes of Laurel and Hardy, Charlie Chaplin, and Dan Leno were some of the early ones.
Later on there was Roy Hudd, Danny La Rue, Roy Castle, Brian May.
I introduced Lonnie and there’s been John Lodge of the Moody Blues, Rick Wakeman (and his
son who plays with Black Sabbath has just joined) and of course Roy Wood so quite a few from
the music side. Recently Andy Eastwood has come in and he’s a ukulele player par excellence.
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He took his degree in ukulele. He has just come back from Oklahoma City where they inducted
George Formby into the Hall of Fame. Andy went over to represent George and did a show for
them where he knocked them out. I did a show with George Formby.
Who do you rate as the top jazz musicians?
For New Orleans, Ken Colyer; I rate his understated playing. He didn’t have a great technique but
he was the guv’nor as far as his reputation went. Chris Barber sort of assumed his mantle; took
over and developed it, broadened it and brought in all those blues singers like Ottilie Patterson. I
toured with Chris about four years ago as a guest singer. I flew up to Glasgow and played
Glasgow, Aberdeen, Inverness and Buxton with his band with him driving me around in his sports
car. Chris hasn’t been too well lately; he plays a club near me and whenever he’s not doing
anything he plays there.
Wouldn’t it be nice to have Chris Barber skiffle group?
In my second year as King Rat we had a finale where I presented Chris Barber with a Lifetime
Achievement Award and we then went into Freight Train with Chris on bass, Rick Wakeman on
piano, Joe Brown on mandolin, my daughter Kerry on washboard and Brian May on lead guitar.
Brian May steps up and says how honoured he is to be on stage with Chris and me. We then do a
little blues and finish on Mama Don’t Allow with the full Chris Barber band playing. He’s previously
done skiffle sessions with Andy Fairweather Low and John Paul Jones so there’s always a
possibility.
Is there anything you have left to accomplish?
Not really other than go back to New Orleans just to listen to the music. My daughter’s crazy about
New Orleans too even naming her daughter July Nola
(New Orleans, La). After Hurricane Katrina she and her
partner gave up their holiday to help rebuild the ninth
quarter.
Are you still whistling?
Yes - Dave Oxtoby, the painter who had the book
‘Oxtoby’s Rockers’, he likes my whistling but he’s not
particularly fond of my singing. I had this card made for
him of the Million Dollar Quartet and I’ve added that Elvis
is turning to them saying “Now when Chas whistles he
does it like this… try to get it right this time.”
What are your favourite recordings? Freight Train?
Not really because it’s all out of tune; there’s feedback,
the guitar is out of tune, and the whistling’s sharp.
There’s a thing called Bad Man Stack-O-Lee that
we recorded three or four times and one version I
really like. I found out recently that Mungo Jerry
has recorded it and he sounds like Bob Dylan on
it. I also like Teenage Letter which isn‘t skiffle at
all with a tearaway trombone solo in it that’s
great.
Thanks very much Chas.
If there’s more anybody needs to know, they can
always take a look at my website which is at
http://www.chasmcdevitt.com
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Mr Angry Goes on Holiday
Eastern Europeans nostalgic for the austerity and petty
regulations of the Soviet Empire are flocking to the
Continental Hotel in Calella, Spain.
Tired décor, inedible food, gloomy rooms and, if you want
“luxury” extras such as a fan, a fridge or wi-fi, you can have
them provided you pay 20 Euros a week extra for each. You
can even have ice to go with your drinks at a Euro a time.
How come I ended up there on my holidays? I had already
booked a flight to Barcelona with easyJet, and when the
airline suggested places to stay in the Catalonian capital
prices started at £2,000 for six nights. Ulp!
I remembered that Costa Brava hotels north of Barca cost nothing like that, so
when I found the Continental Hotel online via Yourtravel, I clicked on yes please
licketyspit. No, I didn't check it on Trip Advisor, I was totally focused on £300 for
six nights as opposed to more than six times that amount 50 miles up the road.
Did my room have a sea view? From my balcony you
could not even see the sky. Ten feet from the balcony
was a five storey brick wall covered in a hideous
fresco from top to bottom. We only knew what the
weather was like when we stepped out of the front
door of the hotel.
The balcony doors let in so little natural light it was
impossible to read a newspaper – even with the
inadequate room lamps illuminated.
Meal times and restaurant
seating
were
strictly
controlled. We were issued
with a table number on
arrival and woe betide you
if you sat at the wrong
table. The only unfortunate Brit family also staying there
failed to know this inflexible rule, and was roundly and
loudly abused by angry staff.
Despite being a couple, we were placed on a table for six,
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with two other couples, both eastern European.
This awful hotel has somehow managed to market itself behind what was known up
to 30 years ago as the Iron Curtain.
But not all members of the eastern bloc see eye-to-eye. Crammed on to our table
were the other two couples, one definitely Russian, the other from some other
former member of the USSR. They neither made eye contact with us or the other
couple.
The food? For breakfast, you could have cheese and salami. Just for variety, you
could have salami and cheese. Monotonous? You bet.
Evening meals were squarely aimed at the majority visitors. Lukewarm fish tails,
burnt burgers, dry-as-a-bone breaded but indeterminate meat, potato stew. Me, I
stuck to the salad.
The hotel is up a back street, and has no communal external space, with smokers
crammed round the entrance. The lift worked spasmodically, the reception staff
were aggressive, the stair banisters were rusting. Everywhere there were printed
signs. Some were amusing. "Guests may not eat or drink or sit in this zone." Erm,
why? What are these armchairs for? No drinks in your room.
We stuck it for four of the six nights we were staying in an otherwise delightful,
charming and interesting town.
To our horror, we could get a modern hotel with outdoor pool, aircon, satellite TV,
and sea views for only £10 a night more than we paid at the hovel. Pity we had paid
for six nights in advance.
How this palace of horrors continues to exist, I have no idea. Don't believe me?
Look it up on Trip Advisor and find out this is one of the kindest reviews the joint
has received.
(Yes Mr Angry but did you have a good holiday? - H)

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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The September issue of American Music Magazine (AMM) is now available. The main feature is a huge article on the
Memphis record company Cotton Town Jubilee. It is a wonderfully researched article - the most informative ever
published on the company. The feature is loaded with never before published pictures, a record discography, artist
biographies and, as the icing on the cake, all label shots are in colour. Elsewhere, the 'Instrumentals Forever' reaches
part 8. There is a page of colour photos by Paul Harris taken at the TFTW Spice of Life Charlie Gracie gig. There are
more photos from Paul in the review of Hemsby 58. In addition there are colour shots of Bill Haley's visits to Sweden
back in 1968 and '69 and a very nice colour picture of the late Chuck Berry from the lens of Brian Smith.
AMM works in association with TFTW and deserves your support. Readers in the UK/Eire should contact Dickie Tapp
dickietapp@googlemail.com for details of how to receive a copy of this latest issue and/or subscription information (or
write to Dickie at 75 Potters Lane, Burgess Hill, RH15 9JT).
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tony Kofi Trio at the Oval Tavern, 3 September 2017
Nottingham-born to West African parents, Tony Kofi, who is now
London-based, was attracted to jazz at a young age, and began
studying saxophone. His proficiency was such that he earned a full
scholarship to a four-year course at Berklee College of Music in
Boston, Massachusetts. On his return to England he joined The Jazz
Warriors in 1991, a hotbed of emerging young jazz musicians of talent
through the years 1986 to 1994.
After the turn of the century he was in demand by top Americans,
being recruited to Andrew Hill’s Anglo-American big band and Sam
Rivers’ Riverbea Orchestra. And in 2006 he received the ultimate
accolade when David Murray asked him to join the legendary avantgarde World Saxophone Quartet. His passion for the music of
Thelonious Monk resulted in his performing all seventy of the pianist’s
compositions in a six-hour performance at the 2007 London Jazz
Festival, a marathon feat that he will be repeating at this year’s
festival.
He is rightly regarded as one of Britain’s finest jazz musicians, a category that can arguably be
ascribed to his two fellow group members: Larry Bartley (bass) and Rod Youngs (drums). The gig
had been shown on Tony Kofi’s website as paying homage to Ornette Coleman, but there was no
mention of the man who shocked and divided opinion when he burst onto the American jazz
scene in the 1950s. The only connection, and a loose one at that, was the lack of a pianist, a role
that Ornette dropped from his bands from 1959 onwards.
The first set was dedicated to compositions by various saxophonists, starting with Joe
Henderson’s Isotope, which had appeared on the album The State Of The Tenor: Live At The
Village Vanguard, Volume 1, with a similar instrumental line-up. This was followed by Beatrice,
the lovely ballad that Sam Rivers had composed for his then wife back in the 1960s, and United, a
Wayne Shorter composition that had first seen the light of day when he was learning his trade with
Art Blakey and he was one of the Jazz Messengers.
Like Sonny was written by John Coltrane, and based on a little figure that he had once heard
played by Sonny Rollins, who in turn was responsible for the last two numbers, Valse Hot and a
joyful blues, Sonnymoon For Two, complete with St Thomas quotes.
Starting with Sonny Rollins’ Freedom Suite, the second set just got better and better with Duke
Ellington’s Sound Of Love, Charles Mingus’s affectionate tribute to his hero, and Joe Henderson’s
well-crafted Serenity.
Duke Ellington got a second look-in with Rain Check, with which he
had success in 1941, and which was composed by Billy Strayhorn in
Los Angeles when it was raining. Also not straining to name was
fellow pianist Thelonious Monk, whose Friday The Thirteenth was
written on that very day in November 1953, and recorded with the
ubiquitous Sonny Rollins.
The afternoon’s entertainment was brought to a close with the funky
soul-jazz of Wayne Shorter’s Adam’s Apple, sending at least one patron home with a smile that
the early autumn weather could not remove.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Thursday, August 03, 2017
C C Adcock and the Lafayette Marquis in London
C C Adcock may well be Louisiana's finest
guitarist. He is a swamp pop enthusiast and has
backed many Louisiana swamp artists over the
years, as well as being the leader of the brilliant
and much lamented L'il Band of Gold and its
successor the Mama Mama Mamas. He is known
as the Lafayette Marquis and this name has now
been adopted as the name of his band, which
played the second of two London dates at the
Lexington in Pentonville Road last night.
Charles Adcock brings a swagger to everything
he does and is not afraid to turn up the volume,
the reverb and the amplification on stage. The
band comprises a drummer, a stand up bass and zydeco artist Curley Taylor (pictured below),
who alternated between playing rub board, accordion and filling
in as a second drummer. But it is C C Adcock who dominates
with his stunning guitar work and two microphones which add a
great deal of echo to his vocals. The band kicked off with an
instrumental and a couple of rock orientated numbers whose
titles escaped me. The crowd enjoyed it, but I was hoping for
more in the way of subtlety, with more Cajun and zydeco
influences. I can remember previous L'il Band of Gold gigs
where C C's swamp rock style gradually gave way to Steve
Riley's Cajun influence and David Egan's lyrical songwriting
style and I was hoping that this would happen during the
Lafayette Marquis set.
To an extent it did, and numbers like Maison Creole and Joe
Barry's I'm A Fool To Care were more to my taste. A new song
called, I think, She Knows It, was particularly good, with a
strong zydeco influence. Its lyrics, bringing in references to
London landmarks such as Portobello Road and Ladbroke
Grove, were appreciated by the audience. Shake It was
another song that I thought showed the band off to good effect. When the band left the stage C C
returned to sing two acoustic numbers about his beloved Louisiana and New Orleans, written
respectively by David Egan and Bobby Charles, and the less frantic style suited him well. Finally
the whole band came back for an encore on Shake Your Hips.
There's no doubting C C's commitment to Louisiana music and I applaud him for it. I've seen him
appear unheralded in the backing band for a swamp blues show in Crowley and for Barbara Lynn
and Roy Head in New Orleans last year, as well as at the Blues Estafette back in the '90s. He has
an aura about him and considerable stage presence. He is a swamp rock and roller at heart and
his powerful guitar work is never understated. His band is good too and great to watch, but maybe
the overall impact can be a little over the top at times.
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Wednesday, August 09, 2017
Glen Campbell RIP
The death of Glen Campbell at the age of 81 marks the end
of the career of a man who had a knack of finding
memorable songs which straddled country and rock. Born in
Arkansas, he learned to play the guitar and became a
session musician on moving to Los Angeles in 1960, also
joining The Champs. His session work included playing on
records by Bobby Darin, Ricky Nelson, the Monkees, Elvis,
Frank Sinatra and Jan & Dean among others. Early solo
efforts included Winkie Doll, recorded under the name of
Billy Dolton, and Turn Around Look At Me, both of which got
a UK release. He also toured briefly as a member of the
Beach Boys, filling in for Brian Wilson.
He signed to Capitol and his first success came with a cover
of Buffy Sainte-Marie's Universal Soldier. Greater success came with Gentle On My Mind and a
series of memorable Jimmy Webb songs including By The Time I Get to Phoenix, Wichita
Lineman and Galveston. Later hits in the seventies included Rhinestone Cowboy and Allen
Toussaint's Southern Nights. He wrote the theme and appeared in the 1968 movie True Grit and
hosted his own Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour TV show, which attracted top guests including the
Beatles, the Monkees, Johnny Cash and Neil Diamond. Glen suffered alcoholism and cocaine
addiction but it was Alzheimer’s that brought him back into public prominence when he undertook
a farewell tour in 2012 and recorded his final album, Adios, which was released earlier this year.
Adios Glen. You and the Wichita Lineman will not be forgotten.
Wednesday, August 09, 2017
Doowop Debacle
Noah Schaffer reports on a disappointing show.
It was an unforgettable afternoon of music -- but for all the wrong reasons. Billed as “The Biggest
Show of Stars for 2017”, it promised sixteen acts, including a number of the last remaining
pioneers of doo-wop and rhythm & blues, all taking place on the field outside Lamont’s, one of the
Eastern Seaboard’s great juke joints. Instead it ended prematurely with the sound system being
disassembled while groups were standing in the wings waiting to perform, the promoters using an
armed escort to flee the venue, seven advertised acts never appearing and a field of shocked and
angry ticket buyers and stiffed performers.
One can’t say there weren’t warning signs. Two of the promoters are veterans of the doo-wop
business: New York-based agent Paul Errante and DC-based Millie Russell, the manager of the
current Orioles group and the widow of Diz Russell who kept the group going after original lead
Sonny Til passed away.
But the third raised a number of eyebrows: Florida teenager Peter Lemongello Jr., whose face
graced the flyer. One obvious question is why a high school student would be mounting a high-risk
concert requiring tens of thousands of dollars in upfront funding hundreds of miles from home.
And Lemengello’s family history seems straight out of a John Waters film. His father, Peter
Lemengello, was a 1970’s lounge singer who starred in what is said to be the first ever directorder TV commercial for a recording. The ads for 'Love 76' were so incessant that they inspired
the Chevy Chase character of Peter Lemon Mood Ring on Saturday Night Live. Lemongello Sr.
also made scores of “Tonight Show” appearances and even had a bit part in the “Godfather.” But
after a major label deal fizzled, he ended up linked to a bizarre series of kidnappings and arsons
in which his cousin, a professional baseball player, was also charged. The 1980’s press accounts
don’t say whether he served any jail time, but today he lives in Florida and performs at the
retirement communities where many of his New York-bred fans now reside.
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Peter Jr. hosts an Internet doo-wop radio show, “Peter
Lemongello Jr’s Swingin’ Soiree,” and performs locally as
an Elvis impersonator. His past efforts to mount concerts
in Florida resulted in events that were postponed before
eventually getting cancelled amid accusations that some
acts were advertised without ever being confirmed.
Despite this dubious past he somehow convinced Errante
and Russell to join forces for a marathon concert at
Lamont’s, the Pomonkey, Maryland venue that has long
been the only chitlin’ circuit spot in the Northeast. The
likes of William Bell, J. Blackfoot and Clarence Carter
have graced its stage, and Southern soul favorites
Hardway Connection perform biweekly for a “grown folks”
crowd. Lamont’s is also a popular gathering spot for
African-American motorcycle enthusiasts.
Besides oldies circuits favorites like Charlie Thomas’
Drifters, the Dubs and Peaches & Herb, the show also
advertised some major coups. Tommy Hunt sang lead for
the Flamingos before having a solo smash with Human.
He’s lived in the United Kingdom for decades where,
even at 84, he keeps up a steady schedule of live dates
but hasn’t done a US concert in years. Also billed were Joe Grier and the Charts and Eddie Rich
and the Swallows, two groups that are beloved by group harmony fans but who are rarely booked
onto commercial oldies events.
Although several DC and Baltimore residents told me local publicity was nominal, a vintage-style
flyer for the show quickly spread on social media. Friends and associates of Tommy Hunt were
stunned to see him advertised, as Hunt had said he was willing to do the show but was never sent
a contract, airline ticket, hotel arrangements or the deposit entertainers typically obtain before they
travel to a concert date. Even after promoters admitted he wouldn’t be present (shamefully
claiming non-existent health issues) he was still on the flyer and his name was on the Lamont’s
marquee the day of the show.
Also surprised to see his name advertised was veteran Baltimore musician and bandleader Milton
Dugger Jr, who said he had also never confirmed that he would lead the house band during the
revue. Despite a string of increasingly angry Facebook posts threatening legal action his name
remained on the flyer as well.
It was enough to make one doubt the entire event. But then the bulk of the roster called into
Washington radio station WPFW the week before the show to promote it and confirm their
planned presence. Herb Fame of Peaches & Herb (and a former DC cop) came by the studio and
discussed the show at length. One of the Charts posted that he had boarded his plane to the gig.
It seemed like, aside from Hunt and Dugger, audiences would still get to hear a long afternoon of
R&B heavy hitters.
The afternoon of August 5 couldn’t have been more perfect. There wasn’t a cloud in the sky, nor
was there any of the humidity that can make DC unbearable in the summer. At the gate of
Lamont’s stood none other than Peter Lemongello Sr. and his wife Karen taking cash from walkup buyers. As the 1pm start time approached one artist was finishing their sound check: JT Carter,
the last surviving member of the Crests. Carter’s group boasted a new lead singer on 16 Candles:
Peter Lemongello Jr.
The place wasn’t empty, but the audience was modest considering the number of groups slated to
perform. There were perhaps 150 present, and when one took out the group members, their
families and guests and members of the media, it was hard to see how, even at $40 a pop, the
ticket revenue could come close to matching the talent budget.
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About 20 minutes after the show was slated to start local singer Barbara Washington sang a few
tunes to pre-recorded tracks. She was followed by the Voices of Harmony. The Young Bucks, a
longtime DC band led by Eddie Jones, did some well-received covers, including a duet with
Eddie’s sister on Private Number. Then it was back to tracks with Baltimore soul man Winfield
Parker (doing mostly covers plus his SOS) and an unannounced set from the Dynamic Superiors,
the Motown act famous for their ballad Shoe Shoe Shine.
Finally, well after 3pm, the audience was treated to a vintage legend singing live to a band:
Ronnie Dove, the only white artist on the bill. Opening with Mountain of Love and closing with his
pop hit of Wanda Jackson’s Right or Wrong, the 82-year old Dove displayed a great example of
blue-eyed soul at its finest.
The show really picked up steam with the Swallows (pictured below), still led by 86-year old Eddie
Rich, who is surely one of the only living singers who
recorded in the late ’40s. Not only were his vocals as
passionate as ever on the ballads like When The
Swallows Come Back To Capistrano and Beside You
but he showed he can still dance up a storm on Ride,
Eddie, Ride. This was living group harmony history at its
finest. The Orioles’ backing band did a good job behind
Dove and Rich.
While there are no living Orioles left, the current group of
singers who spent years with Russell did an excellent
job recreating their classic sound. The current
Washington-DC Clovers (there’s another version out
there that includes original Harold Winley) did their best although they were hampered by a poor
backing track.
At this point I went to the parking lot to grab something from my car and witnessed a strange sight:
a woman was following the Lemongellos and Errante yelling at them about someone not getting
paid. Although she didn’t personally say she would do anything violent, she made it clear that
“someone” might want to do them bodily harm unless the money showed up.
Shortly thereafter the band members started unplugging their instruments and packing up,
grumbling to each other about getting stiffed. The promoters, via their armed escort, took off as
well. Rumors started flying. Shep’s Limelites, another legacy group, went on with tracks and did
an admirable job entertaining the audience considering they knew their chances of going home
with their full pay was nominal.
Once the Limelites exited the sound crew quickly broke down the PA equipment. Charlie Thomas
of the Drifters, a trooper if there ever was one, stood by the stage greeting his fans and saying he
still hoped to somehow gather a band and sing. The Dubs also walked around apologizing for the
situation. Peaches & Herb were never spotted. Of course with no PA there could be no
announcement. Inside Lamont’s annoyed ticketholders vented to the security staff, who explained
that the club had simply been rented to the outsiders. Slowly people dispersed. Group members
compared notes to figure out who had been paid in full, in part or not at all.
In the aftermath fingers started pointing. Millie Russell said her only role was to arrange the
Washington-based groups, which were unpaid. Errante said the sound crew had been paid but
had only been hired to work until 5 p.m. and that they had a later gig. Saying that he was also a
“victim,” he added that an unnamed third party had promised funding which he only learned during
the show would never materialize, and pledged to get the artists their full fees although he himself
was out a considerable sum. As for Lemengello and his parents, there’s been total silence in the
days following the show.
All of the promoters have a true love for the music. Errante and Russell have been involved in it
for decades. It’s inconceivable that anyone set out on this ill-fated journey with the intent of ripping
off the singers they love or the dwindling fans of 1950s harmony. But the adults involved should
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have stopped indulging the unrealistic dreams of a ’50s obsessed teen long before the day of the
show. Let’s hope that they can figure out a way to make things whole for both the artists, who’ve
long suffered through the financial indignities of the music industry, and for the fans who got far
less than the show they bought tickets for.
Friday, September 01, 2017
Don Bryant at Ronnie Scott's
Last night's show by Don Bryant at Ronnie Scott's in Soho was an
absolute masterclass in soul music. Backed by the excellent BoKeys, led by bassist Scott Bomar, Don showed that he remains a
singer of the highest order, with a set that was just magnificent
from beginning to end. Now 75, Don was a recording artist for Hi in
the 1960s, releasing seven singles and an album of covers called
Precious Soul. Surrounded, as he was, by talents such as Al
Green, Otis Clay, Syl Johnson and his wife Ann Peebles, Don
stopped recording and concentrated on song writing and
supporting Ann's career in the seventies and then moved into the
gospel field.
But now he's back - and how! He's recorded his first secular album in nearly 50 years, Don't Give
Up On Love, on Fat Possum, and it's a classic, with several self-penned compositions, both old
and new, and a varied mix of material ranging from ballads to funk. Last night he focused largely
on this album, but included quite a few other songs with which he has been associated as well.
The Bo-Keys, who backed him on the album, provided superb support, with the excellent Archie
Turner on keyboards, David Mason on drums, Joe Restivo on guitar, Marc Franklin on trumpet
and Kirk Smothers on sax.
Don began with a searing version of A Nickel and a Nail, made
famous by fellow Memphian O V Wright, and followed up with
the album's second track, Something About You. Next came the
beautiful ballad I'll Go Crazy, a Hi single from 1968, and I Got To
Know, which he wrote for the Five Royales when they recorded
with Willie Mitchell back in 1960. Don't Give Up On Love, a
gorgeous piece of deep soul came next, followed by One Ain't
Enough, a funky track from his new album, and the mid-tempo
What Kind Of Love. He completed the first set with Willie
Mitchell's bouncy That Driving Beat, on which Don was the uncredited singer and which gave the
Bo-Keys' horn section full rein.
After a short break, Don and the band returned with a scorching version of King Curtis's Memphis
Soul Stew, followed by the other side of That Driving Beat, Everything Is Gonna Be Alright, both of
them ideal vehicles for the Bo-Keys. The self-penned ballad How Do I Get There came next, a
great song which had the audience eating out of his hand, followed by It Was Jealousy, which Don
wrote for Ann Peebles' 1975 album Tellin' It and which was also recorded by Otis Clay. A funky
version of the Big Jay McNeely hit There Is Something On Your Mind followed, also a 1960s 45 by
Don on Hi, and then a wonderful song called Don't Turn Your Back On Me, which sounded like a
Solomon Burke number but was actually another of Don's 45s on Hi in 1965. Probably Don's best
known composition, among many, is I Can't Stand The Rain, a big hit for Ann Peebles, and this
came next, going down a storm. Finally, as an encore, Don
turned to another beautiful soulful ballad from his new album,
First You Cry.
It's incredible to think that Don's talent has been hidden away
for nearly five decades. I saw him appear with Ann Peebles at
the Porretta Soul Festival in 2001, the year it was held in
Bologna, (see photo) but he took second billing to his equally
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talented wife on that occasion. This time around his talent is very much in the spotlight and his
return to recording and performing is one of the best things to have happened to Memphis soul
music in recent years. He looked great, wearing a floral jacket in the first set and a darker version
for the second, and his stage presence was excellent. Among the crowd at Ronnie's last night
was Graziano Uliani, who masterminds the brilliant Porretta festival every year, and it's to be
hoped that he can persuade Don to appear next year. What a treat that will be.
Saturday, September 02, 2017
Stax Prom at the Albert Hall
London's short Memphis soul season continued last night with the Stax Prom at the Royal Albert
Hall celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 1967 Stax/Volt tour - a show that I was lucky enough
to see and review for my local paper in Croydon. I didn't go to the Prom - it started late and its
advertised length seemed rather short - so I watched it live on BBC4. Staying at home proved to
be the right decision, as it was all rather unsatisfactory.
Booker T Jones and Steve Cropper sat in with
Jools Holland's Rhythm and Blues Orchestra
throughout giving the band some authenticity.
But the opening act consisted of three British
acts with no connection with Stax - Sir Tom
Jones, Beverley Knight and someone called
James Morrison, who murdered Sweet Soul
Music. To be fair, Tom still has a decent voice,
as does Beverley, and his version of Hard To
Handle wasn't bad. but the following duet with
Sam Moore on I Can't Stand Up For Falling
Down (an odd choice of Sam and Dave number I thought) was mediocre. Sam, the man who sang
at Donald Trump's inauguration, seemed doddery and later asked Jools if he was seeing the
prince - he didn't say which one and Jools was clearly baffled. Sam made a decent stab at Soul
Man however.
Next up was Beverley Knight who did a tribute to Carla Thomas with B-A-B-Y. Why not have Carla
herself, as those of us who were at Porretta know that she's still in fine voice? The highlight of the
evening followed with William Bell (who wasn't on the 1967 tour) smoothly singing I Forgot To Be
Your Lover, and then dueting with Beverley on Private Number. Excellent stuff. Eddie Floyd
appeared next, not in the greatest of voice, but adequate on Knock On Wood, but James
Morrison, despite his best efforts, couldn't match the excitement of Otis Redding on Try A Little
Tenderness. After Booker T and Steve Cropper reprised Green Onions yet another British act
appeared in the form of Ruby Turner, who sang I'll Take You There. She has a good voice, but
this seemed a little out of place, given that the Staples Singers didn't record it until several years
after the tour. Even more out of place was Blues For New Orleans, featuring Booker T and Jools's
orchestra. Not much connection with Stax there.
Rather better was Tom Jones singing Sittin' On The Dock Of The Bay, with Steve Cropper in
support, but then the worst act of the night - by far - appeared. A rap duo called, I think, Sweetie
Irie and Nadia Rose - made a complete dog's breakfast of Walking The Dog. Truly awful. Whoever
invited them onto the show should be fired. Finally we had rather second rate duets by Beverley
and Sam on Hold On I'm Coming, and Eddie and James Morrison on Wilson Pickett's 634-5789,
before all the acts joined in on another attempt at Sweet Soul Music.
The BBC has to be congratulated on including soul music in this year's Proms, but this was all a
bit of a mess and lasted barely more than an hour. Admittedly there aren't many original Stax
artists left, but they could have done better.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Porretta Soul Festival
Thursday 20 to Sunday 23 July 2017
Another milestone in the history of the Porretta Soul Festival was reached
this year when the thirtieth edition took place at its original home, Rufus
Thomas Park. The man behind this magnificent achievement is Graziano
Uliani, whose vision, desire, and perseverance has seen it come to be
regarded as the best soul festival in Europe, if not the world.
© Paul Harris

Day One

The first day of the festival was given over to Italian bands plus an
Australian one, but was headlined by Martha High, hair dyed blond in
Mohican style and wearing a fetching flirtatious smile, who provided a
tasty starter for the three-day main course. Backed by the JBs’
rhythm section and starting with her former boss’s Cold Sweat, the
ridiculously young-looking ‘Original Funky Diva’ visited her 2009
album It’s High Time, for Stay Tonight, the funky good Big Payback
with added medley including among others Think (Lyn Collins) and I
Know You Got Soul (Bobby Byrd), before bringing the night to an end
with some spirited gospel singing on Something To Shout About.
Day Two
First up on Friday was The Original James Brown Orchestra, which
had expanded from the night before with more James Brown alumni
to include a full horn section. Introductions were courtesy of James
Brown’s legendary ‘cape man’, Danny Ray, smartly dressed in white
suit, white shoes, dark glasses, and a periwig of dubious choice.

Fred Wesley © Paul Harris

Martha High © Paul Harris

After a warm-up, Fred Thomas, James Brown’s bassist for
over thirty years, moved over to the lead vocal microphone to
chant the lyrics on Make It Funky and Give It Up Or Turn It
Loose. Then the legendary trombonist and James Brown
band member Fred Wesley joined the band for the arrival of
an Italian lady called Tammy, and a rendition of Get On The
Good Foot that caused much ‘Who?’ and ‘Why?’ headscratching. It may have been nervousness, but she seemed
out of her depth, and it was unfair on her to be placed in such
a position.

Fred Wesley left the stage for James Brown backing singer
Cynthia Moore, who was fine and proper on Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag and It’s A Man’s,
Man’s, Man’s World. This improvement continued as Fred Wesley returned to his stool with
trombone ready for Pass The Peas¸ Gimme Some More and Breakin’ Bread, as the band’s
playing went up a notch or two with their leader’s directing and prompting, bringing back memories
of how they won the audience over last year.
Fred Wesley was replaced by Martha High, whose song selections were much the same as the
night before, except that Try Me replaced Stay Tonight, and the whole set sounded even better
with the benefit of a full horn section. For the encore of Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex
Machine, Fred Wesley returned, Fred Thomas took over lead vocals, and Cynthia Moore and
Martha High filled the role of backing singers.
The contribution to the festival of the touring band having been completed, the stage was rearranged for the band that was to back the artists for the remaining two and a bit days.
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This was to be the third consecutive year that Anthony Paule’s
band had taken on the stamina-sapping strain, and,
demonstrating its flexibility, was going under a third different
name: The Anthony Paule Soul Orchestra.
The only
personnel change appeared to be that Nancy Wright had been
replaced by Charles McNeal on tenor sax. Sax Gordon (baritone
sax) was again a special guest, and Sue McCracklin, Maureen
Smith and Loralee Christensen continued their backing singing
role as Sweet Nectar.
The familiar warm-up routine ensued with A Town Without Pity,
featuring Anthony Paule on guitar, Sue McCracklin with her
father Jimmy McCracklin’s The Walk, and Loralee Christensen
on Darling Mine, with a typically excellent solo by Anthony Paule.
Making a very welcome return from last year was Falisa
JaNaye, a southern soul
Anthony Paule
Soul Orchestra
singer from Mississippi.
© Paul Harris
Wearing white hotpants
covered by an open valance of lace, and boxing shoes, she
was an effervescent ball of energy packing a knockout
punch, as she prowled the stage on Betty Wright’s Shoorah!
Shoorah! and Stevie Wonder’s I Wish (lyrics appropriately
altered M to F). An emotive (If Loving You Is Wrong) I Don’t
Want To Be Right appeared to reach a climax as she
pleaded with drummer D’Mar, who must have been shocked
Falisa JaNaye
when she turned her attentions to MC Rick Hutton for some
© Paul Harris
x-rated freak dancing.
Whichever way you look at it, Scott Sharrard, long hair and sagging
jeans, is not a soul artist. A tenuous connection appears to have been
made, and, rather like a cryptic crossword puzzle clue, was likely as
not based on the fact that he had been musical director and guitarist in
Gregg Allman’s band, whose brother was Duane Allman, who died in
Macon, Georgia, where there is a statue of Otis Redding, whose music
is celebrated by the festival.
He does, however, possess a pleasant and, when he wants to,
expressive voice. There were a couple of songs that might have
sounded better in the hands of a real soul-singer, and he did score with
Words Can’t Say, which he said he had just recorded with the Hi
rhythm section. Unfortunately, his defence fell apart in the closing stages with the southern rock
of Love Like Kerosene.
Scott Sharrard
© Paul Harris

King Louie & LaRhonda Steele had come together in 2015, the former an experienced organist
and she an accomplished singer, who was wearing long braids in her hair and a three-quarter
length black dress with frontal slits to the top of
LaRhonda Steele & Rob Paparozzi © Paul Harris
each femur. They had garnered critical praise
for Rock Me Baby, their debut album of mainly
blues and soul covers.
Their short set
appeared to end with It’s Your Thing (The Isley
Brothers), but it was merely to re-arrange the
drums for Bernard ‘Pretty’ Purdie, and for
LaRhonda Steele to display her vocal talent on
a good version of You Make Me Feel Like A
Natural Woman.
She was replaced on stage by harmonica
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player and vocalist Rob Paparozzi, a front man in The Original Blues Brothers Band, who gave
an assured and entertaining performance on his three numbers, the first of which was an
instrumental version of Ticket To Ride. LaRhonda Steele then joined him for Monkey Around
(written by Gary Nicholson for Delbert McClinton), and for one of the festival’s perennial favourites
Hold On, I’m Coming.
Willie
Hightower
© Paul
Harris

One of this year’s highlights was the appearance of
Alabama-born Willie Hightower, who was once described
by Barney Hoskyns as sounding like Sam Cooke after a
night on the tiles. An outstanding set, adorned by his
relaxed vocals, was enhanced as a result of all six songs
learned by the band coming from his recorded repertoire.

Casually but smartly dressed, he began with Nobody But
You (a hit for Dee Clark in 1958), before taking us to soul
heaven with Time Has Brought About A Change (coauthored with Bobby Robinson) and the self-penned It’s A
Miracle. Joe South’s Walk A Mile In My Shoes, given a
southern soul arrangement by Rick Hall at Fame, was
followed by You Used Me Baby, a blues song and another self-composition. His set ended with If
I Had A Hammer, fatally strung-out with audience participation.
Although Barbara Blue has been described as ‘The
Reigning Queen of Beale Street’, she made no
concessions to the requirements of the role of a
monarch in terms of regal appearance. Wearing a
black T-shirt dress over the top of black three-quarter
length leggings, and sporting tattoos on both arms, one
of which included the type of crown appropriate for a
king rather than a queen, she looked like she had just
nipped out to the supermarket early in the morning for
some cigarettes. But looks don’t matter, or certainly
shouldn’t, and I found myself warming to her.

Barbara Blue © Paul Harris

She started, tambourine in hand, by blasting her way
through Love Is After Me, a popular Northern Soul
number recorded by Charlie Rich in 1966 (a
Hayes/Porter composition). Carrying on with soul,
blues, and Rock’n’Roll, she didn’t hold back, and she
exhibited her songwriting ability with A Woman’s Blues (written with Earl Randle) and Memphis
Stomp, her tribute to Willie Mitchell. No doubt back in Beale Street, Barbara Blue and some
booze guarantees a fun night out.
Born in North Carolina, but based in Boston for many years
(she received the Boston Blues Festival Lifetime
Achievement Award in 1999), septuagenarian Toni Lynn
Washington was smartly dressed in a cream-coloured suit
as if for church. But it is as a blues singer that she makes a
living, and she enjoyed being backed by what she described
as “a kick-ass band”.

Toni Lynn Washington © Paul Harris

However, her entertaining set comprised Nobody’s Fault But
Mine (Otis Redding), I Take What I Want (Sam & Dave), and
Every Day Will Be Like A Holiday (William Bell), but just one
blues song, I Feel So Bad (Chuck Willis). By this time most
of the artists had joined her on stage to witness up close
drummer D-Mar’s party piece of jumping from his stool on to
the stage below, drumsticks in hand, and continuing to play
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including one of the metal stanchions holding up the roof on the right side of the stage before
returning to his seat. The number finished with a gospel ending and everyone repeating the
words “I’m gonna move”.
Day Three
Saturday began with a solo performance by Davell
Crawford, seated centre-stage at a keyboard and
wearing a jacket that glittered under the lights. Starting
with Jock-A-Mo (aka Iko Iko), written by his grandfather
James ‘Sugarboy’ Crawford, he held most of the
audience entranced for a fifty-five minute set that
included some more New Orleans favourites such as
Something You Got, Blueberry Hill, and It’s Raining.

Davell
Crawford ©
Paul Harris

The highlights for me were Let Them Talk, Nobody
Knows You When You’re Down And Out, and a superb
Georgia On My Mind, when he was joined by Vasti
Jackson on guitar and they played off each other in
inspired fashion.
After an instrumental warm-up by The Anthony Paule Soul Orchestra, Loralee Christensen
relished the melodrama of Stay With Me, and Sue McCracklin followed with a fine jump blues
number, Savoy’s Jump (aka Club Savoy), written and recorded by her father.
Terrie Odabi © Paul Harris

Next up was a statuesque blues singer from Oakland, California,
Terrie Odabi, in a loose-fitting black blouse with silver overlay
running down the front and three-quarter length black leggings. A
background singer when she started out in the 1980s, she had only
turned to the blues around the start of the current decade. As she
had not been listed on the line-up, there was some apprehension
when, before starting, she took a selfie with the audience, but she
confounded such doubts with an emotional tour de force
performance of Drown In My Own Tears. The only disappointment
was that she was restricted to just one number.
Dressed in white suit, dark shirt and fedora, Vasti Jackson
(another returnee from last year) had been invited to do a Johnnie
Taylor tribute, which in another’s hands may have paled, but with
the skill born of years of experience was simply dynamic. His
performance of each song seemed to get better, as by always
segueing into the next song the excitement was not allowed to

diminish.
Songs were sung in chronological order of their recording, starting with Who’s Making Love from
1969, through Take Care Of Your Homework, Jody’s Got Your Girl And Gone, Stop Doggin’ Me
Around, to Cheaper To Keep Her from 1973 with an amusing half-spoken
introduction. During the end of this song he picked up his guitar to play,
wandered off stage and returned for the song that was unavoidable when I
was in Chicago in 1997, Last Two Dollars, continuing to play guitar and
climaxing with an audience walkabout to close the set.
At this point the band went into a dark ‘film noir’ instrumental that featured DMar’s party piece, which he varied by climbing on to a speaker on the left
side of the stage to play one of the stanchions. As he returned to his drums,
the diminutive Wee Willie Walker, dressed in brown suit, brown trilby, and
red shirt, started singing Look What You’ve Done To Me, the first of all of the
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Wee Willie Walker
© Paul Harris

nine songs from his set to appear on his forthcoming album with The Anthony Paule Soul
Orchestra.
The title song After A While, a ballad, followed, and then the marvellous I Don’t Want To Take A
Chance, a Goldwax recording that had been re-recorded for the new album. Hate Take A Holiday
tried to right some of the wrongs in the world, and Romance In The Dark was a Lil Green and Big
Bill Broonzy composition, which had been recorded by her in 1940 and subsequently by Johnny
Otis in 1957 featuring Marie Adams and Three Tons of Joy.
The set finished when he was joined by Terrie Odabi to sing Lovey Dovey, prior to which they
made jokes about their difference in height as she towered over him, seemingly not to notice the
line that she has to sing to him “I am as high as the ceiling when you’re with me”.
Selassie Burke © Paul Harris

Sentiment dictated the inevitable appearance of
one of the sons of festival favourite Solomon
Burke in the shape of Selassie Burke, who had
been invited to Porretta for the dedicating of a
bridge over the River Reno in honour of his
father. He sang Try A Little Tenderness with
passion, and was joined by Rob Paparozzi for
Everybody Needs Somebody To Love.

The younger of the two daughters of Rufus
Thomas, Vaneese Thomas, in a beige
sleeveless fitted dress, was in blues mode for
most of her set. Starting with Sat’day Night On
The River from her album The Long Journey
Home, she followed with three songs from Blues For My Father. Both When My Baby Gets Home
and Corner Of Heartache And Pain were very good, as was The Old Man Down the Road
(actually a swamp rock song written and recorded by John Fogerty). On the last number, Wang
Dang Doodle, she involved the audience in time-honoured fashion.
It was a pleasure to see the return of the funny and charming Carla Thomas, the elder daughter
of Rufus Thomas, who was in a multi-coloured ruffle dress. 1960s Stax recordings were the order
of the day with B-A-B-Y, Little Red Rooster (citing Sam Cooke as an influence), and Something
Good (Is Going To Happen To You).
The two sisters then came together for a
tribute to their father, choosing two of
his songs, The Memphis Train and
Walking The Dog, on which they took
turns to scat with Carla laughing at her
own attempts to match Vaneese. A
delightful set.

Vaneese & Carla Thomas © Paul Harris

Taking a giant leap forward about forty
years was singer and actor Ricky
Fanté, who looked like he had dressed
for an audition to replace one of the
members of the Village People.
Fortunately there were hints of Otis
Redding to his vocals, amply evident on
These Arms Of Mine.
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Three of the songs came from his 2004 album Rewind, the best of which were the simple I Let
You Go and It Ain’t Easy (On Your Own), for which he had scored a hit in Italy. Bringing the
generations together, he was joined by Carla Thomas, and they combined beautifully on a
marvellous Tramp to end the show.
Day Four
Opening act for the Sunday revue was Davell Crawford, dressed in another glittery jacket but not
sparkling as much as the evening before. Accompanying himself at the keyboard, he varied his
set, introducing many different songs such as A Song For You (Leon Russell), Make A Pallet On
The Floor, St James Infirmary, and Danny Boy, and received the same favourable audience
response.
The marathon for The Anthony Paule Soul
Orchestra began with the usual instrumental
warm-up that included a slow blues showcasing
the leader’s guitar. This was followed by solo
opportunities for two members of Sweet
Nectar. Sue McCracklin reprised The Walk,
and Loralee Christensen, who (or whoever
made the selection) earned praise for the adultthemed Reverend Lee, possibly the acme of
Eugene McDaniels’ songwriting.

Loralee Christensen © Paul Harris

Scott Sharrard, in a casual check shirt,
donated southern rock by way of Love Like
Kerosene and, when joined by Bernard ‘Pretty’
Purdie and Rob Paparozzi, blues by way of
Statesboro Blues.
Uncompromising as ever, Barbara Blue retained her black look for the self-composed A Woman’s
Blues, and added some jump blues with the assistance of Scott Sharrard and Rob Paparozzi.
Making it seem all too easy, Willie Hightower selected from the six he performed on Friday Walk
A Mile In My Shoes (Joe South’s 1969 song about racial tolerance) and the deep blues, You Used
Me Baby. It was another top quality contribution.
Much anticipated was the appearance of Terrie Odabi, in a glittery crocheted black top over black
vest and leggings, who was doubly impressive on her two solo songs, both composed by her. Her
dramatic perspective of the woman’s dilemma on Will You Still Love Me, and the defiance on
Gentrification Blues resulted in a reaction that exceeded Saturday’s positive response. No doubt
My Blue Soul, the album on which these two songs appear, and this festival appearance, will raise
her growing reputation further.
Wee Willie Walker
© Paul Harris

She was joined by Wee Willie Walker, in mauve
three-piece suit and brown hat, for Sam and Dave’s
When Something Is Wrong With My Baby, which was
first-rate. On his own, he followed up with Second
Chance, an insistent foot-tapper and another song
from his latest album After A While. He ended with an
emotional A Change Is Gonna Come, sadly still
appropriate today, as he cemented his standing as
one of the top remaining soul singers from the sixties.
Vaneese Thomas looked smarter in a loose-fitting
black top, and black leggings with glitter stripes down
one side of each leg. She gave a popular re-run to
Sat’day Night On The River and John Fogerty’s The
Old Man Down the Road.
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In a chiffon-like pink and green dress, Carla Thomas had donned an African head wrap (not
unlike that of a washer woman) and enjoyed herself greatly once again on B-A-B-Y and Little Red
Rooster.
Their tribute to their father was reduced to Walking The Dog, Carla’s attempts to match Vaneese’s
scatting again a source of amusement.
After a short break for presentations to Vaneese
and Carla Thomas, and Selassie Burke, The
Anthony Paule Soul Orchestra returned with
Bernard ‘Pretty’ Purdie on the drum stool, D-Mar
on conga drums, and King Louie on Hammond
organ.
After a funky instrumental featuring
Bernard ‘Pretty’ Purdie, vocalists kept coming and
going as if playing musical chairs.

Bernard ‘Pretty’
Purdie © Paul Harris

First LaRhonda Steele, in a black jumpsuit,
appeared for Love The One You’re With with Rob
Paparozzi, only for him to leave for A Cold Sweat.
He returned with Wee Willie Walker for Knock On Wood, with LaRhonda Steele remaining to
shake a tambourine. She then exited to allow the ‘boys’ to play Sam & Dave on Soul Man, which
Rob Paparozzi said had been nixed as the usual last number of the Blues Brothers set at the
festival six years ago by Steve Cropper in favour of Mustang Sally in honour of the watching Mack
Rice.
The band’s line-up reverted to normality for the arrival of Selassie Burke, who was dressed to kill
in a dark suit, white shirt and bow tie. Vocally there were reminders at times of Solomon Burke,
though I counted only three “easy”s during his two songs, Meet Me In Church, a lovely Joe Tex
composition that had been covered by Solomon, and Don’t Give Up On Me, the title track of the
2002 album that earned Solomon his first Grammy Award for Best Contemporary Blues Album.
In a black chiffon-sleeved sparkling gold super-mini dress, short socks and boxing shoes, the ball
of energy that is FaLisa Janaye bounced her way through I Wish and Baby Workout, exuding a
joyful and infectious excitement.
Ricky Fante ©
Paul Harris

Looking much better than the night before in off-white chinos
and unbuttoned short-sleeve shirt, Ricky Fanté drew on his
Rewind album for a duo of ungrammatical songs, Love Doesn’t
Live Here No More and It Ain’t Easy (On Your Own).
Sax Gordon provided a brief
change of tack with two
numbers, both unannounced
and unrecognised, the former
with a husky vocal and the
latter an attractive instrumental.

Adding some tasty Hammond
organ to the two songs by Toni
Lynn Washington, now in a
tangerine suit, was Davell
Crawford.
And, if anything,
Every Day Will Be Like A Holiday and I Take What I Want sounded
even better.

Sax Gordon ©
Paul Harris

Befitting the festival’s country of location, Vasti Jackson, in red
jacket, striped shirt and dark trousers, and wearing a white fedora, performed with brio and gusto.
Continuing his Johnny Taylor tribute role, he generated high octane excitement on Who’s Makin’
Love, removing his jacket and picking up his guitar to play, as well as on Last Two Dollars
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The festival drew to a close with a holiday
camp ending, as all the night’s artists came
back on stage to swap microphones and take
part in an unusually uptempo Bring It On
Home, as another Porretta Soul Festival came
to an end.
Apart from the general high quality of the
performances, it will be remembered for the
hotter than usual sunny weather, the late
finishes, the hard concrete, the ongoing
inability of Rick Hutton to get artist names
correct, and some bizarre and less than
flattering clothes choices by a few of the
artists.
Finally, a word of praise for The Anthony
Paule Soul Orchestra, whose diligence in their
Vasti Jackson ©
preparation for backing so many artists
Paul Harris
involves writing, amending and learning many
charts of varying styles of music, all carried out with a zealous desire for perfection. It is
impossible for any singer to sound bad in front of this band.
Dave Carroll
Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.

D'Mar, Anthony
Paule Soul
Orchestra© Paul
Harris

The Original JBs, the James Brown Orchestra
© Paul Harris
Cynthia Moore ©
Paul Harris

An
unfortunate
incident
involving
Dickie Tapp
© Paul
Harris

Solomon Burke Bridge
renaming © Paul Harris
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You bet I got the blues! While on holiday in France I nearly didn’t wake up one morning. I was
coughing blood so after a quick visit to a French doctor I found myself in A & E and after blood
samples (so many, I was put on a drip), an X-ray and then a scan to confirm, they told me I had a
pulmonary embolism (clots in the lung), severe vitamin deficiency and was anaemic! The hospital
doctor said my (British) GP should have spotted all this coming and wrote a letter to him saying
this. I spent three days in hospital with excellent staff at my beck and call and good food, in fact,
five star service. A week later my kidney stone disturbed and, for a while, peeing was a bit of a
problem.
Back home I saw my doctor and was put on the ‘new’ drug, Rivaroxaban, recommended by my
French doctor, which, unlike Warfarin, is self-regulating so I don’t need to keep visiting a blood
clinic. The doctor’s letter was in my file but nobody had translated it.

Who did I last see? As I was in Brittany, (and feeling much better) I spent two days at a small
town, La Cheze, at the twelfth ‘Blues au Chateau’ festival which, over four days, rotated ten
artists. By going on Friday and Saturday I was able to see nine of those on show.
La Cheze is a pretty town with a river running through, lakes and plenty of room for picnics,
parking and relaxing. The festival site is in the large stable yard of a lovely chateau and nearby is
the ruins of a castle and a moat where Sunday’s concert would be held. Like all small towns and
villages in this area, the ‘Salle de Fetes’ (village hall) was on standby in case of inclement
weather. Because France has plenty of room, I have noticed that all these Salle de Fetes are like
aircraft hangers, far too big, cold and drafty places, cheaply built but serving their purpose
generally as a reserve venue.
So, on a warm and sunny Friday afternoon, Carole, my wife’s friend who is a blues fanatic, and I
sat on our deck chairs near the stage, with our picnic, ready to be entertained.
First up was Blue Butter Pot, a Breton duo of Ray Bonnet, guitar and Oliv’ Le Normand, drums,
who played a monotonous cross between rockabilly and heavy rock. Not my thing, one star.
Next up, Derrin Nauendorf, an Australian who played solo guitar with an
interesting difference. His large bodied guitar had two jack leads attached
to it, one, the norm, which picked up the strings but the other to a pick-up
inside the body of the guitar so the guitar became an amplified sound box.
He then played his set of acoustic blues cleverly using his palm and
fingernails whilst playing to give him a percussion backing. He had a good
voice, was an excellent guitarist in the finger picking blues style and I was
sorry when he finished, five stars.
Owen Campbell was next, another Australian and solo guitarist. He
played in an Eric Clapton style using chords with single string punctuation so he became both
rhythm and lead guitar. His material was mostly self-written with a few standard blues thrown in.
His nonstop hour and a half soon flew past, four stars.
Each act was allocated an hour and a half and the show started at 4.30pm and, as usual at all the
festivals I’ve been to, ran late. So at 9.30pm the last band took the stage, B.B.and the Blues
Shacks. A mixed group mainly from Germany played swing from the forties (Roy Milton etc.) and
Chicago guitar blues (B.B.King etc). Their blurb suggested they had been playing European
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venues for 25 years and they were certainly a tight group with a singer who gave the impression
that he was still enjoying every moment. The keyboard player was excellent, the singer could play
some mean harmonica but the guitarist, who was the leader, was very good, played overlong
solos, four stars.
We had become accustomed to the French way the organisers liked to introduce each act and
once he stepped up to the mike you knew you had time to go to the loo and get another drink!
During one of these intros, I went to the car, parked almost on top of the venue, and helped a lady
park her car and her husband turned out to be a British Blues guitarist living in France, Grant
James, who was trying to get the organisers to book him for a session. He was dying to show me
his guitar which was definitely worth a look. He took it carefully out of the boot and extracted it
from a very battered case and it was an eighty-eight year old National Steel guitar, the worn
paintwork indicating its age and it must have been worth a small fortune. He sat on the car bonnet
and gave me, and several passers by, a quick finger style blues concert which was as good as
anything I had heard at the festival, a short five star show.
Saturday found the place more crowded but we still found the same place to set up our little camp.
First up was Mark Keen, a Britisher, who now lived in France. He was on his third appearance at
this festival and was very popular. He was a solo performer, playing finger picking guitar
reminding me a bit of Stephane Grappelli singing like Jacques Brel! He sang in both English and
French. His carefully chosen programme of Blues and French standards certainly entertained the
predominantly local French audience. He introduced each tune with a story and was very
entertaining, four stars.
Next up was a pretty young girl, Ghalia Vauthier
(Belgium) wearing very short hot pants and net
stockings. She had made a living as a street singer in
Brussels and frankly was not very good. Strumming loud
guitar, she sung all the hackneyed Rock'n'Roll songs you
would expect to hear at a Karaoke; Chuck Berry, Elvis,
etc and was second rate. All you could say was she had
balls to get up there and do it. The French audience
were very kind and only I whispered “Get orf” She
introduced a friend who also played guitar loudly but was
slightly better and they performed together for too long.
One star for having the nerve.
One Rusty Band came next. From Switzerland, a duo. Your attention was grabbed when a girl
started helping with the wires, etc on the stage wearing a short, short dress and bending over a
lot.
A very scruffy bearded guitarist sat down and started to
play what I believe is called ‘Grunge music’, very
distorted but rhythmic and then out came the girl
wearing the very short dress and tap shoes and
became the percussion for the band. Although the
music was not my bag, they were actually very good,
lots of variation on the guitar, grungy harsh singing and
an almost stunning performance from the dancer which
included several long hand stands (showing a cat suit
underneath). She often blew a whistle
and shouted through a loud hailer. An
hour and a half was too much for me but
the crowd was obviously delighted, two stars.
Next up was Lisa Mills from the United States who had been touring Europe for
some time. She sang beautifully like Bonnie Raitt and was a fine guitarist. Her solo
performance took in Folk, Blues and mostly Country styles and she was more
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entertainer than Blues but that didn’t stop me enjoying her show, five stars.
Finally, Alligator Nails from Italy. This five piece proper Blues band had a female lead singer,
Stephanie Ocean Guizzoni who was a big lady with a big voice whose gimmick was to change her
appearance for almost each number. In between these changes the band, piano, guitar, bass and
drums produced some fine Blues standards with exceptional solos especially from the piano
player who could boogie woogie with the very best of them. They were a very tight outfit and very
well-rehearsed. Stephanie was at her best when singing slow Blues but included some good rock
and soul in her repertoire. Her changes of costume, mostly large 18th century dresses included
rather scary masks reminiscent of the ballroom scenes from the films of Dracula and the Borgias.
four stars.
Mark Keen had been asked to come back but we decided to beat the rush and go while he was
being set up.
The festival has a very loose feel but is well organised by plenty of volunteers. All four afternoons
and nights were free to attend but you could put a donation in a bucket when you left. We were
able to park within 100 metres of the site and take in everything we needed by way of seating and
picnic. Food and drink was available to buy by token which you could purchase near the entrance.
Everything was well organised about the festival except the appalling toilets (but this is par for
France) which are getting slightly better year on year.
By my star rating, the entertainment earned an average of three and a third out of five which was
below average for such a laid back festival and probably the lack of good Blues performers
caused it. However, Brittany seems to be well behind the rest of the world in what it considers as
Blues, and ‘Grunge’ type music can be heard from great distances at most of the other ‘Rock’
festivals they have there.

Lists: I had hoped to bring you the British Blues Awards for 2017 but there isn’t one this year. The
organisers, in a long winded statement, found that “technological advances have made it easier
for people to cheat (with their votes)”.
It appears that many voters are using false email addresses and also generate random email
addresses which are only valid for the few minutes of issue but are long enough for the vote to be
verified. So, because they are a small organisation and they cannot find a way around this at the
moment, they have decided to suspend the voting this year. There are other computer difficulties
causing then problems as well as the above. In the early days of voting, I remember you had to be
a member of the British Blues Association and to vote you had a pre-printed list, ticked your
choices, filled in your name address and member number and posted it by snail mail. Bring back
the old days!

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the Ss and Ts.
The Subdudes. Guitarist Slim from the Hamsters told me, back in April 2000, these were one of
his favourite unknown bands so I bought their first album and was hooked. A singer/guitarist,
Tommy Malone who has a great and powerful voice, a
clever
keyboard/vocalist/accordion
player
John
Magnee, a bass player/vocalist, Tim Cook and a
tambourine player who occasionally plays drums and
percussion Steve Amadee, all from New Orleans. I
loved them, and still do, now having 11 great albums.
They formed in 1987 for a one-off performance of
mostly acoustic songs at Tipitinas in New Orleans and
decided to form the group. After tiring of touring, they
decided to quit in 1996 only to reform in 2002. Slight
changes in personnel caused another break up in 2011
only to get the old team together and reform in 2014.
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Their music is a mix of Louisiana Blues, Folk, Swamp Pop, Country, Cajun/Zydeco, Soul, Gospel
and good old New Orleans Rhythm & Blues with a concentration on good self-penned songs and
vocal harmonies. After 30 years, still nobody sounds like them.
Taj Mahal. I can’t remember if I did him when I was in the Ms Anyway, for me he is worth two
entries. (You didn’t - H)
Born Henry St.Claire Fredricks Jr in Harlem in 1942 his
family soon moved to Springfield Massachusetts. His father
had been a Jazz pianist and his mother a school teacher
and member of a gospel choir.
They had Afro Caribbean records and a short wave radio so
he was able to listen to world sounds at an early age. He
was taught classical piano and could also play the clarinet,
trombone and harmonica. It was a guitarist neighbour with a
love of blues who taught him guitar in a blues style. He
studied agriculture at the University of Massachusetts. After
he graduated, he headed off to Los Angeles where he joined
the Rising Sons which included Jesse Lee Kinkaid and Ry
Cooder. The name came after a dream about poverty on the
Indian continent. He made his first solo album, ‘Taj Mahal’ in
1967 and never looked back. Although Blues is his music’s
main heading he experimented with the sounds of Africa,
India, the West Indies and the South Pacific Islands. Miles
Mellough, a liner note writer wrote “The mix he creates is a
stew of Afro Roots, a Blues gumbo kissed by Latin, reggae,
R&B, Cajun, Caribbean rhythms, gospel, West African folk, Jazz, Calypso and Hawaiian slack
key”.
I don’t know about all that but I have been a fan for 50 years, having 27 CDs and a few vinyl
albums. He, similarly to the Subdudes above, is different to all other contemporary Blues men and
that is why I like him.
Some other Ss and Ts I like include, Curtis Salgado, Ray Sharpe, Santana, Steely Dan, Tommy
Tucker, Ike Turner, Hubert Sumlin, Irma Thomas, the British band Stumble, and Soul, Soca and
Skiffle!

What was my last CD? ’All My Friends’ celebrating the songs and
voice of Gregg Allman. This has been on my wants list for months as
it was quite expensive being two CDs and a DVD of a live concert in
January 2014. There are 26 tracks all also on the DVD with an
absolute multitude of guest artists in the band and fronting with
Gregg. I’ll just list a few of my favourites; Taj Mahal, Keb Mo, John
Hiatt, Dr. John, Widespread Panic and Chuck Leavell.
Right up my street!

What’s on my iPod?

’Big Bill’s Guitar’ by Hans Theessink, a Dutch
guitarist who heard Big Bill Broonzy and it so excited him that he chose
a career as a Blues musician. He plays in a Delta finger picking style
and has a strong deep voice with no hint of accent. This track is from
his solo album, ‘Hard Road Blues’ and he is a traditional artist I like
very much.
Dave Parker
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
CURTIS WOMACK
Singer Curtis Womack, the second oldest of the legendary Womack
Brothers, and lead singer of their family act the Valentinos, was born
22nd October 1942, in Cleveland, Ohio.
His father, Friendly Snr, sang and played guitar in a gospel group.
Along with his other brothers, Bobby, Friendly Jr, Cecil, and Harry, his
father in the early fifties formed the gospel vocal group, Curtis Womack
and the Womack Brothers. Along with their mother, Naomi, they
performed on the gospel circuit throughout the US Midwest, often
touring with the Five Blind Boys, Staple Singers, and The Soul Stirrers.
The brothers had regional success with the song 'Buffalo Bill'. It was
after opening a show for the Soul Stirrers, their lead singer Sam
Cooke, impressed, took on board the Womack Brothers as his
portages.
When Cooke formed his SAR record label in 1961, he invited the Womack Brothers to record for
him, renaming the group The Valentinos. Cooke encouraged the group to switch from gospel into
a more secular direction, a path Cooke had successfully taken, but still retaining his gospel roots.
He also recruited the teenaged Bobby for his own touring band, as a guitarist.
The Valentinos made their chart debut on Sam Cooke's Sar label, charting in 1962 with 'Lookin'
For A Love', which reached number 8 on the R&B charts. Numerous Sars later the group’s only
other chart entry was 'It's All Over Now', which also became a gigantic worldwide hit for the Rolling
Stones, much to the Womack's wrath, until the royalties started flooding in.
When Cooke was shot dead in December 1964, the group were somewhat left in limbo. The SAR
Label folded. The Valentinos, now minus Bobby, drifted to Chess Records and recorded a number
of singles with very little success. The Valentinos, now minus Cecil, backed Bobby on several of
his early hits. The group soon disbanded, while Bobby Womack's career went from strength to
strength.
In 1976 Curtis appears on the Playboy imprint with 'Boogie Woogie Jones', backed with the
incredible self-composed 'Last Date'. This brilliant track is one of my most played 45s ever. It was
also recorded by Bobby Womack for his BW goes C&W album. After this one off solo offering
there were no more. Curtis continued to sing background vocals for Bobby and other artists
recordings through to the nineties, when he retired from the entertainment business. He became
an active singer in his local church, and now had time to enjoy a family life.
He died 21 May 2017.
(ROBERT) BOBBY TAYLOR
Singer, producer, songwriter Bobby Taylor was also mentor to all
the greats in the early Motown days. He is probably more well
known for bringing the Jackson 5 to the attention of Motown, and
his controversial 1968 hit, 'Does Your Mama Know About Me'.
He was born 18th February 1934, in Washington, D.C, where he
was raised. As a lad he hung out with Marvin Gaye. In the fifties
he relocated to New York where he performed with various doowop groups, notably the Four Pharaohs, who recorded a handful
of singles. In the early sixties whilst visiting San Francisco he
hooked up, as lead singer, with the self-contained multi ethnic
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group, Little Daddy & the Bachelors. The group, now renamed Bobby Taylor and The Vancouvers
moved and settled in Vancouver, Canada.
It was Florence Ballard and Mary Wilson of the Supremes that brought the group to the attention
of Motown boss Berry Gordy who, without hesitation signed them to his Gordy imprint. Their debut
single, in 1968, 'Does Your Mama Know About Me', was an emotive ballad about the difficulties of
interracial relationships. it was a major hit reaching top 5 R&B and 29 Pop. The group’s follow up
singles 'I Am Your Man' and 'Malinda', were only minor hits, and shortly after the group folded.
Taylor remained with Motown as a soloist, and was responsible for alerting the company to the
Jackson 5, who were supporting Taylor on a gig. He alerted Gordy to the family group and the rest
is history. Taylor had a major hand in the Jackson's early recording career, co-producing their
debut album, and contributing to some of the songs. Taylor was now mainly behind the scenes at
Motown producing David and Jimmy Ruffin, Gladys Knight & The Pips etc. Taylor was shifted to
Motowns's V.I.P. label, but his singles failed to sell. Taylor auditioned for the Temptations,
following David Ruffin's expulsion, but didn't get the job.
He left Motown in the early seventies and recorded spasmodically for various labels including
Mowest, and Tommy Zs7. In 1975 he scored a minor hit, on the Playboy, label with 'Why Play
Games'. In 1988 he signed to Ian Levine's Motown resurrection, Motor City Label, and was
responsible for re-establishing contact with dozens of ex-Motown acts.
In 2002 he moved for work to Beijing, China. In 2014 he relocated to Hong Kong. He died 22nd
July 2017, from cancer.
SOUL DIP
SOME OVERLOOKED GEMS FROM 1971
Joe Simon - Your Turn To Cry - Polydor (US Spring)
This was Joe's first for Spring, the producer was still John Richbourg. It's
a very sad ballad that Joe handles perfectly, over some incredibly
beautiful strings arrangement, and femme back up singers. A very big hit
in the States, but not a sniff over here. One of his best.
The Detroit Emeralds - Do Me Right - Pye (US Westbound)
This is a brilliant subtle piece of sophisticated soul with a capital S. The group’s performance is
perfect. The curious atmosphere created by the musical arrangement though, is the strength,
which kinda supplements the vocals, all adding up to a real gem. For some reason I associate the
whole thing with the style of the Fantastic Four, yes it's that good.
James Brown - I Cried - Polydor (US King)
Well Mr Dynamite had come down to earth for a breather on this one. A complete change of pace
with this brilliant slow ballad, with Brown singing better than at any time since 'Man's Man's World'.
This release was sandwiched between various funk offerings. Anyway this offering wasn't as
successful as his preceding up-tempo ditties, so it was quickly back to his vigorous funk. This
recording goes to show that Soul Brother Number One was one of the all-time great soul singers.
Wilson Pickett - Don't Knock My Love - Atlantic (US Atlantic)
Now to another legend who could funk with the best of them. Hot on the heels of his regeneration
with 'Engine No 9' and 'Don't Let The Green Grass Fool You', came this brilliant Southern funk
item, to complete a hat trick of gems. This is simply electrifying, with the Wicket one vocally in fine
voice. The powerful brass and throbbing bass lines dominate the show masterfully.
The Fuzz - Like An Open Door - Mojo (US Calla)
The Washington female vocal group followed their wonderful debut single, 'I Love You For All
Seasons', with an even stronger ballad. Very gentle with some subdued strings and some
beautiful harmonies from the three girls. A perfect blend of tenderness, both musically and vocally.
Lead singer Sheila Young adds a very nice monologue to the whole affair.
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Otis Leavill - There's Nothing Better - Atlantic (US Dakar)
This is a jerky jolly little song that unfortunately falls short on some of his previous Dakar goodies,
'I love You', 'Love Uprising' etc. His semi-falsetto vocalist as good as ever, but not as powerful as
aforementioned classics.
The Persuaders - Thin Line Between Love and Hate - Atlantic (US Atco)
This Soulful ballad has always been a favourite of mine. This is little short of superb. The group
harmonises perfectly behind the biting lead vocals. A simplicity and subtlety production with an
unusual charm, especially in the lyric, with its brilliant mid track twist from love
to hate. This has to be one of the great moments in recorded history, especially
on David Hudson's version, which captures the pent up frustration magnificently.
A soul masterpiece.
In the late sixties the group toured the UK as the Internationals.
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Harry Godfrey Simoneaux, Jr. was born in the Bayou Lafourche town of
Galliano, Louisiana on July 7, 1936. By the time he was nine years old he
was playing sax with the Blue Heaven Boys, a band organized and
managed by his father. At age eleven with encouragement and financial
support from his father (in the way of private tutoring lessons) Harry began
playing gigs on the saxophone and clarinet throughout Lafourche Parish
and on Bourbon Street in New Orleans. His mainstay band during this
period were the popular Dukes Of Rhythm which featured local favorite
singers Joe Barry and Joe Carl. Wanting to broaden his playing style and
technique while in his teenage years, Harry acquired playing gigs with
Cajun/Country singers Vin Bruce, Gene Rodrigue and LeRoy Martin
interspersed with Blaise Pasquel and the Imperial Aces who specialized in
© Brian Smith
pop music. In 1956 Harry moved to Lafayette, Louisiana to attend
Southwest Louisiana Institute majoring in business. But music beckoned
and when the opportunity arose he landed a job with Bobby Charles and his band, the Cardinals.
Recently married, the extra income came in handy.
Circa 1959 Harry met Johnnie Allan and became a member of the Krazy Kats and one of
Johnnie's closest lifetime friends; recording on approximately 80% of Johnnie's recordings to date.
National Guard emergency duty for Johnnie in October of 1961 brought a halt to the Krazy Kats
band and Harry joined Bobby Page and the Riff Raffs but rejoined Johnnie Allan and the Krazy
Kats in 1962. With the college years behind him, Harry obtained a daytime job with an industrial
chemical company in Lafayette but continued playing two and three night gigs a week. The urge to
try his talents in the soul music fad of the mid ‘60s brought him to popular local band, the Swing
Kings. After they disbanded in the late 1960s he rejoined Johnnie Allan and The Memories, the
band name derived from Harry's suggestion. Throughout these years he also did session work for
J. D. Miller's recording studio in Crowley, Louisiana.
The 1980s and ‘90s found Harry Simoneaux still playing his vintage Selma Mark VI tenor
saxophone with the Sonny Bourg and Joe Douglas bands but also accompanying Johnnie Allan
on numerous tours of Europe where he garnered a sizeable fan base among musicians and
concert goers. At a Wembley Auditorium concert in London he met and befriended his longtime
sax playing idol, Lee Allen, whom he had modeled his silky smooth playing style after. Harry's
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tenor sax ride on Johnnie Allan's version of the song "Your Picture" echoes Lee Allen's style, only
better according to many critics.
Harry's musical honors were numerous. He
played on Bobby Charles' recording of "See
You Later Alligator"; received a Grammy
award certificate as a guest soloist on the
Beausoliel CD "L'Amour Ou La Folie" in
1999 and also represented the Tabasco
corporation in a band, playing gigs in
several South American countries. He was
instrumental in coining the definition of
Swamp Pop music saying it was "half
Domino, half fais-do-do". He said this to an
interviewer off the top of his head in order
to explain what Swamp Pop music was all
about never dreaming he would be quoted
world-wide. He really got a kick out of that
Harry Simoneaux, Mayor, Johnnie Allan, at JD Miller
one.
Museum, Crowley, Louisiana, 2006 © Paul Harris
Harry had a dry wit and made up his own
corny jokes and sayings which were quite good. He loved to learn, learning a new word every day
and was a fan of crossword puzzles. He also enjoyed fishing with his buddies and was quite a
chef, once winning a cooking contest with his Crawfish Spaghetti recipe. This gentle family loving
giant was humble about his musical abilities and was always surprised when his name would
appear in an article or he would be asked for an interview about his music career.
I'll always maintain that Harry Simoneaux exemplified the true Swamp Pop music sound and
played that sound like it was always meant to be played. Sadly, he died on Friday December 2,
2016 of pneumonia and lung failure. I miss you my old friend. RIP.
Johnnie Allan
Thank you Liz Simoneaux Dorsey (Harry's daughter), Earl Taylor and Austin Broussard for your input.
Courtesy of Dave Travis (Stompertime Records)

Sharp as a Switchblade
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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The Fabulous Flips, the Hidden Treasures, or otherwise the other
side of the vinyl 7inch 45rpm records you bought because you
could not resist the topside, the plug side, the hit cut or the chartlisted number you heard on the wireless.
When your pocket money was the equivalent of 50 pence a week, and a single, be it 45 or 78,
cost the equivalent of 27 pence, you could only afford a new single every seven days. So when
you got that vinyl or shellac home, and you'd spun the topside until it was nearly white, you'd turn
it over to find out what was hiding on the flip.
And sometimes, just sometimes, you'd find a gem, a dreamy ballad that contrasted with the
uptempo A side or a wild rocker even better than the bumclutcher you'd bought with your girlfriend
in mind.
Now and again, you'd wonder what the record companies had in mind when they designated what
was to be the side of the record that was to get most of the marketing budget, the track that was
singled out for a single sided promo for radio disc jockeys.
Of course, they had to do that. Stamping a promotional record with a huge letter A did not mean
those pesky disc jockeys did not turn a new record over to spin the flip in public. So, thank you,
Kent Walton for playing Little Billy Boy by the Del Vikings on TV's Cool for Cats, thank you Gus
Goodwin for playing Bobby Darin's Bullmoose on Radio Luxembourg.
I bought those singles for those great numbers, although London-American label, the UK source
for almost all US Rock’n’Roll would have preferred Kent and Gus to play Whispering Bells and
Dream Lover respectively.
Of course, when Gus played Dance Me to Death by the Hi-Liters and half the Rock’n’Roll fraternity
in my home town rushed to the record shop to buy it, the assistant couldn't find it. The reason?
The topside was the anodyne Cha Cha Rock, and that's how it was catalogued.
A list like this is, obviously, subjective, and it could have included 20 Elvis Presley records. We've
limited El to just one. You probably have your own thoughts on this. If so, well, compile your own
list.
John Howard
The record that ignited the Rock’n’Roll conflagration – but, amazingly, Decca Records regarded
this seminal record as the flip side of Thirteen Women. Bill had wanted to record the song while he
was still with the tiny Essex label, but was vetoed, and the song was first cut in late 1953 by a
group known as Sonny Dae and his Knights for the Arcade label.
It had only modest success so by the time Bill was with major label Decca he wanted another
crack at what he believed was a potential monster.
Thirteen Women tells the post-Atomic Bomb story of the only man left alive along with the ladies
of the title. A tad obscure, perhaps, and nothing like the rallying cry of the subsequent worldwide
smash the flip became, sounding so good under the titles of the movie Blackboard Jungle.
Texas rocker Roy had no great success with his wilder sides and it was only when he switched to
lachrymose ballads from Only the Lonely onwards that he was feted as a major star.
So it was perhaps unsurprising that the beautifully-performed original Crying should have been
nominated as the major side to continue an unbroken run of rockaballad charters. But hidden on
the flip of the London-American release was a solid mid-tempo rocker Candy Man with a dominant
harmonica figure, and a memorable chorus.
This was soon picked up by many UK beat groups who featured it in their sets before Brian Poole
and the Tremeloes picked it as the A side of a Decca single and place it in the top ten. Composer
Roy made no complaint about the royalties that rolled his way.
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Considered by some to be the first multi-racial vocal group, the Del Vikings were formed by a
group of Air Force buddies who broke through with the solid stroller Come Go With Me. This
instigated a series of hits which included Whispering Bells, prized by collectors of niche doo-wop
who relish any recording featuring bells, of which there are many.
However, Whispering Bells pales into insignificance compared with the stormer on the flip, which
deserves to be in anyone's top ten doo-wop rockers. Unintelligible nasal vocals, booting sax, very
fast tempo, and played at the volume it deserves, it was guaranteed to evoke massive negative
parental reaction in the fifties, and will do the same if played to grandchildren today.
Canadian born Giovanni Scafone, recording as Jack Scott, had only regional hits with the solid
Baby She's Gone and Two Timin' Woman so when he switched to Carlton label they went with the
ballad My True Love which soared to the top of the charts.
But he hadn't stopped rocking as proved by the flip Leroy, originally entitled Greaseball, about a
J.D. (juvenile delinquent, try and keep up) who's back in jail again.
Scott went on to have 19 consecutive hit singles in the next four years, all but one self-composed,
and remains active today, both his voice and his frame unaltered by the passing years. Leroy
remains in his repertoire, and occasionally he will switch back to that original title.
What's Hound Dog doing on this list? Surely it was a huge hit in its own right? Yes, it was, but
when RCA decided to release Elvis' version of Big Mama Thornton's blues that EAP had been
closing his live act with for months, they decided Don't Be Cruel was the A side.
The fact that Elvis had performed Hound Dog on US national television with a bump'n'grind
routine that had horrified middle America and delighted the teens was not factored in.
When the single was released, buyers took their own decision as to what side they wanted, and
RCA quickly re-configured the release as a double A side, and both songs were charted in their
own right. At that point, Hound Dog became the biggest seller for the Pelvis to date.
If Elvis Presley provided great value for single buyers, Larry Williams provided an equally good
deal, with all his early singles comprising two excellent tracks.
From New Orleans, and one-time valet for Lloyd Price, Larry's breakthrough on the West Coast
Specialty label was with Short Fat Fanny/High School Dance, which aped the recently retired Little
Richard's style. But the B side that persists is the flip of Dizzy Miss Lizzy, Slow Down, recorded by
dozens of groups, and still played on the Rock’n’Roll circuit today.
Larry appeared live in the UK in the sixties teamed with Johnny Guitar Watson, and passed on in
1980, said to be among the first pioneer rockers to die a millionaire. But it was claimed he made
his million outside of music. 'Nuff said.
It was inescapable that Bobby Day's blindingly catchy Rockin' Robin would be the A side of his
follow-up to the hit Little Bitty Pretty One, and so it proved. Buried on the B side was an original
that would prove to have the same “legs” as the bird, attracting modest chart attention on its 1957
release in the States, but soared like an eagle in the hands of the Dave Clark Five eight years
later who placed it at US number one.
A tale of a teenage record hop with amusing lyrics and superb vocal backing from Bobby's vocal
group The Satellites, Over and Over is still worth playing...over and over. Multi-talented Bobby
was also lead singer with the Hollywood Flames, and one half of the duo Bob and Earl.
Peanuts, otherwise Johnny, was the diminutive rhythm guitarist in Roy Orbison's first band The
Teen Kings, and recorded with Roy on both the Jew-El and Sun label versions of Ooby Dooby.
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When it came to his own recording on the US Brunswick label, his composition You Got Love was
selected as the A side, with the amusing fight song Cast Iron Arm relegated to the flip.
Cast Iron Arm only came into its own twenty years later when it became a fixture of the British
rockabilly revival. Meanwhile, Peanuts became a successful country songwriter, penning hits for
Billy “Crash” Craddock and Kenny Rogers among others.
This teen instrumental group from Detroit started by writing their own numbers, first with Poor Boy,
which came out on Jubilee label in the States and London-American in the UK. Fine as that catchy
instrumental may be, it is completely over-shadowed by the pounding flip, also a group-penned
track, called Wail.
The group got no chart action in the UK, but placed Poor Boy, and one of its successors,
Flamingo Express on the Billboard charts, and the lads were included on national tours with some
of the biggest names in the business.
The delightfully-named Popoff Brothers were a constant in an ever-shifting line-up which included
in a later version, guitarist Dennis Coffey, who sold a million with Scorpio in 1971. The Royaltones
provided backings for Del Shannon hits including Little Town Flirt.
No word of criticism from me of the wonderful Little Star, Vito Picone's finest hour, but turn the
single over and you'll find one of the most powerful group-vocal jivers committed to vinyl.
If those two tracks had been separated for release, the New York-based Elegants could have
become two-hit wonders instead of settling for a sole chart placing, be it a number one with two
and a half million sales.
Although the group swiftly went their separate ways in the sixties, Vito returned to the line-up in
1970, employed back-up musicians, and they work as a self-contained unit up to this day. Last
year Vito, who formed the group in Staten Island in 1956, underwent heart by-pass surgery, but is
now back on the road.
Some mistake here, surely? Be Bop a Lula was a huge hit, sold millions, attracted dozens of cover
versions and revivals, and even featured in the best Rock’n’Roll movie The Girl Can't Help It. Well,
don't tell me, tell Capitol Records.
When they recruited Gene, a former sailor from the state of Virginia, as their answer to Elvis
Presley, they had just the song for him. It was entitled Woman Love, and with Gene's hot-potatoin-the-mouth vocals, near-the-knuckle lyrics and a rockabilly backing, it was a sure chart hit. That
was, until someone in that iconic tower at the junction of Hollywood and Vine, pointed out the
dodgy lyrics and the fact that Gene's manager Sheriff Tex Davis had sent out promo copies of Be
Bop a Lula to radio stations all over the country that the proposed A side was quietly buried.
Gene went on to a lengthy career in the US and UK, scoring more hits with Blue Jean Bop, Lotta
Lovin' and Say Mama, among others.
Written by Roy Orbison, and originally entitled Go Go Go, the writer cut the song at Sun Studios in
Memphis in 1956 as the flip to Ooby Dooby, but it gained national prominence thanks to a revival
by the Ferriday Fireball two years later.
JLL also had it as a flip, this time Breathless took precedence, but as is usual with Jerry's singles it
is almost impossible to compare the quality of one side with another. One may be faster or slower
than another, but they are uniformly excellent. Record buyers agreed, and Down the Line made a
chart appearance in its own right. This was Jerry's third Sun single and it nearly flopped until Sun
Records founder Sam Phillips made a deal with DJ Dick Clark and Beech Nut chewing gum to
promote sales via gum wrappers, one of the first examples of commercial clout used to bludgeon
buyers into getting something they didn't know they wanted.
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Chuck submitted this original song on his audition tape to Chess Records’ Leonard Chess,
thinking it was a nice fit with the Chicago label's blues roster. Leonard was having none of these
slow blues, and insisted for his whole career that Chuck recorded uptempo top sides for his
singles, relegating any blues to the B sides.
Many of them could be included in this listing, but this defined the pattern and was the flip of his
first release Maybelline, and is an outstanding track in its own right, featuring Chuck's superb
guitar work and more than able piano from Chuck's long standing keyboard player Johnny
Johnson. The duo were featured on most of the hits from Johnny B. Goode to Sweet Little
Sixteen. Hail Hail Slow Simmering Blues B sides....
There are dozens of contenders for the title of the best ever Fats Domino B side. He was the
second best seller in the Rock’n’Roll era to Elvis Presley, and every side he cut was a joy, on both
sides. He had five million sellers before 1955 dawned. So why did we go with this fairly obscure B
side cut as the flip to Red Sails in the Sunset during his mainly unsuccessful sojourn with ABC
Paramount label, recording in Nashville?
Rosemary was Fats' first and only wife, the mother of his eight children Antoinette, Antoine III,
Andrea, Andre, Anatole, Anola, Adonica, and Antonio (notice a pattern there?) and this is a
sentimental instrumental which brings a tear to the eye just writing about it without even listening
to it.
A beautiful, beautiful melody, wistful and moving, and if you don't have a record player any more
to flip the single or even, heaven forfend, a copy of the record, then I suggest you YouTube it
forthwith. Now.
When Texas band The Rhythm Orchids approached Roulette Records for a deal they submitted
two tracks, Party Doll, vocal by Buddy Knox and I'm Sticking With You, vocal by Jimmy Bowen.
Sensibly, they were released as two separate singles with each lead vocalist credited, and both
became hits.
When Roy Brown, the rhythm'n'blues pioneer who had given the world Good Rockin' Tonight,
came to cover this new-fangled Rock’n’Roll, he stuck the two sides back together, using I'm
Sticking With You as the topside, and Party Doll on the other. This 1957 Imperial release picked
up sales in the sepia market but sadly Roy's moment in the sun had faded and his style of blues
shouting was no longer in style.
San Francisco based Bobby Freeman wrote the song Do You Want to Dance, and cut a simple
version featuring bongos and piano, anticipating this rough demo would be improved upon. He cut
the flip, Big Fat Woman with a similar expectation.
In fact, the demo was considered good enough for release on the Josie label, a contention
underlined when it hit number two on the US rhythm'n'blues chart. The song had a life of its own,
re-titled Do You Wanna Dance by both Cliff Richard, and The Beach Boys, it re-appeared on the
pop charts twice in the sixties, much to the composer's credit.
There have been dozens of revivals since. Not so, the equally great, but more amusing flip. That
has remained Bobby's sole property, and it appears on any number of compilations in its own
right.
Texan Jesse Lee only recorded around 15 tracks and among the worst was his only hit, the
novelty Little Space Girl with daft speeded up voices and special effects. But on the other side
was proof that Carlton Records had made no mistake when they signed the rocker, and his Shake
Baby Shake will be remembered whenever the topside, whatever it was called, is forgotten.
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The track was embraced in the seventies rockabilly revival, along with an unlikely cover of the
same song by Australian Johnny O'Keefe, whose cut defined 100mph frantic Rock’n’Roll. J. OK
credited Champion Jack Dupree as composer, but his version follows Turner's version
ascloseasthis.
The Burnette Brothers, Johnny and Dorsey, supplied this original song for Rick but surprisingly the
topside chosen by his label Imperial was a cover of a cover, the Sonny Burgess version of Hank
Williams’ My Bucket's Got a Hole In It.
The A side's lyric was bowdlerised to avoid any reference to the bucket's ability to hold beer, while
Believe What You Say, with its reference to going steady, was written for Rick's teen audience.
With startling guitar work from James Burton, and Rick singing in ultra-cool mode over a won'tstop backing, it was clearly at the time, and today, a strong contender for A side status. Rockabilly
bands feature it still, and it was, arguably, Rick's strongest rocking side.
The Kingsmen were Bill Haley's Comets without Bill on this hard rocking and memorable
instrumental which saw a fair degree of US chart action on the East West label. It was duly
released in the UK on London-American when the bosses at Decca had a listen and decided to
demote a proven hit to the flip.
Instead, Better Believe It, with a shouted vocal chorus became the A side. Nothing wrong with it at
all, and if you bought the record for Weekend, you would have played it and enjoyed it. But this
was pointless reconfiguration, and it disappeared. This was not the only time the Haley boys went
out on their own. Check out Everybody Out of the Pool by The Lifeguards. Incidentally, these
Kingsmen did NOT cut Louie Louie.
Yet another case of a record company cutting a track as a B side filler, then finding it on top of the
charts moving a million copies before the proposed A side has got off the starting blocks. The
Champs were the first group to hit the top spot with an instrumental that was their first release. But
it wasn't meant to be that way.
Studio musicians at Challenge Records, owned by cowboy star Gene Autry, had been assembled
in Hollywood to cut an eerie and excellent track entitled Train to Nowhere with Dave Burgess as
the credited act. This Latin style B side was cut for the flip, and went to number one in three
weeks.
Famously, Gene Autry rode Champion the Wonder Horse, and that's where The Champs got their
name. They went on to carve out a career as one of the most successful instrumental combos of
the Rock’n’Roll era.
You can't fault a record company for choosing Silhouettes by New Yorkers The Rays as the A side
of a single. After all, it was a huge hit for the originators, and an even bigger hit for two separate
revivals by, respectively, Herman's Hermits (1965) and Cliff Richard (1990).
But who would have thought the flip side would also take on a life of its own? Anyone who bought
the London-American release must have appreciated Daddy Cool, but none would have
anticipated it could be a hit twice more twenty years later. But it was, thanks to UK based Darts,
and German based Boney M.
It was written for The Rays by Frank Slay and Bob Crewe, who also wrote the topside, and
released the cut on their own XYZ label. The Rays had an equally appealing record on the same
label in a humorous Coasters style entitled Elevator Operator.
Sax player Johnny Paris formed his instrumental outfit in Toledo, Ohio, in 1958 with the aim of
backing solo singers on recordings, but was persuaded to go it alone with the guys and forget the
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vocals. When they hit big with Red River Rock, an update of the standard Red River Valley, the
template was set, and they rocked up every folk standard they could find.
However, tucked away on the B sides were a number of worthwhile originals, none more affecting
than this flip of Ja Da, a haunting organ-led instro that was covered by more than one UK beat
group in the early sixties.
Johnny disbanded the group at the end of the sixties, moved to Germany, and formed a new
German Hurricanes who could have called themselves Die Hurrikans, but fortunately didn't.
Anyone who bought the affecting ballad Tragedy by this cousin of Carl Perkins and brother of
Johnny Cash guitarist Luther Perkins must have been startled by the flip, a harsh stop-start rocker
that seemed to bear no relation in style or vocal to the topside.
Tragedy sold a million copies for this Mississippi native, and attracted a hit cover by The
Fleetwoods, which must have pleased Thomas, who wrote it. He recorded for Memphis label
Fernwood, and had releases on Mercury, but he proved a one-hit wonder, and latterly worked as a
sound engineer until his untimely death at the age of 31.
A vindication of the power of this flip is shown by the number of compilations and collections that
include it, far more than the topside.
Post Clyde McPhatter, and pre-Ben E. King, Bobby Hendricks was the lead singer on this cut
written and produced by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller in 1958 for the group's 13th session for
Atlantic. But what possessed this otherwise sure-footed duo when it came to releasing what was a
memorable and excellent song, both well sung and well recorded?
It was relegated to the B side of what is a near-novelty version of the standard Moonlight Bay,
perhaps best known by the Billy Vaughan Orchestra.
Five years after the Drifters' release, Dion's revival of the same song became a top ten record and
others have re-cut it since, so it has its rightful place in Rock’n’Roll history.
As early as 1957 Little Richard was throwing diamond rings off Sydney Harbour Bridge vowing to
quit Rock’n’Roll and devote his life to Christ. But he continued to have Rock’n’Roll hits until 1960.
How come?
Producer Bumps Blackwell ensured Richard had stacks of recordings in the can, and he let them
out little by little, keeping Mr Penniman in the public eye, even if he had stopped touring.
Ooh My Soul was a wild rocker of the type we had come to expect from Mr Penniman, but the flip
was a revelation. A solid chugging offering, its dance tempo was a stroller, and it had a girl chorus
to push it along, unlike almost all Richard's recordings.
Fortunately for all, Richard finally decided he could both preach and play Rock’n’Roll, and has
continued to do so until this day.
A brilliant B side provides a bonus for the buyer but it did mean very little radio play for tracks like
Conway's Presleyesque I'll Try at the time. Instead, the rare Rock’n’Roll radio programmes that
existed were awash with the career-defining ballad It's Only Make Believe, which has gone on to
become a much-recorded modern standard.
MGM Records to their credit stayed with It's Only Make Believe in its year-long crawl to the top of
the charts, and four million sales.
He continued to release double sided charters which often combined a ballad with a rocker
including the dramatic Make Me Know You're Mine, C'est Si Bon and Mona Lisa.
Conway, born in Mississippi, remained at the top of the entertainment tree for the rest of his life
before he passed on in 1993.
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Arguably one of the best songs about Rock’n’Roll, it was tucked away on the B side of the highly
commercial What Am I Living For, so it must have been a real headache in Atlantic label's New
York headquarters as to where to place that all important “A” sticker.
Both sides sold well, but not as well as the previous year's CC Rider which topped most known
charts. Chuck, known as the King of the Stroll, was from Atlanta, Georgia, as was Ma Rainey who
cut that catchy Rider number before he was born.
Chuck did not enjoy the success of this record for long. Cut and released in 1958, he passed on in
the same year.
One of JR Cash's most familiar numbers, this self-penned tale of a trip down the Mississippi from
St Paul to New Orleans was placed on the B side of the poppy Ballad of a Teenage Queen,
arguably catchier but untypical of this giant talent.
Still, Sun was proved right when Teenage Queen, written by producer Cowboy Jack Clement,
topped the country charts, but at least in America Big River also got its own separate chart
placing, rising to number 14.
Cash had previous form when it came to B sides. Both Folsom Prison Blues and Get Rhythm
appeared first on near-forgotten topsides while each has become a classic. Big River attracted
more cover versions than we have space to list.
If any record could claim to define the distinctive sound of the Atlantic label, then the tambourine
led 1952 cut above, an American number one, would be up there with the contenders.
So when the UK's London American label decided to release the recording in 1954, what did they
do? They made it the B side of the decidedly pop oriented Mambo Baby which sunk without a
trace.
Mama was the second million seller for this Virginia native who, like most of her generation,
started her singing career in church and went on to become one of the biggest names at the
Harlem Apollo. She was adept at warbling blues, jazz and R&B, and latterly became a Broadway
star, too.
This turned up on the flip of the huge ballad hit Love Is Strange performed by two of the biggest
names in the game. Mickey Baker was a respected blues guitarist, while Sylvia Vanderpool not
only had solo hits in the seventies like Pillow Talk, she also ended up owning Chess Records and,
after she formed Sugar Hill Records, was described as the “mother of Hip Hop”.
Going Home is a heavy sax-driven blues with a superb solo from Mickey, who left the States for
Paris in the sixties and seldom returned.
Love is Strange was written by Bo Diddley, and covered in the UK by Lonnie Donegan. He
wouldn't have dared to go anywhere near the B side.
Long before he became a cabaret crooner this Italian-American was happy to try on any number
of vocal styles to find out how they fitted.
Dream Lover, a number one record, is a fairly dramatic pop ballad, but on the flip is a solid rocker
in tribute to a two-fisted piano player who is clearly not Bullmoose Jackson, because he played
the sax. Multi-instrumentalist Bobby could have hammered the keys on the track, but in fact it is
Neil Sedaka.
Darin, born Walden Cassotto, broke through with the novelty Splish Splash, and had a whole
series of excellent self-penned rockers, like Queen of the Hop and I Want You With Me, that was
actually covered by Elvis. Later he favoured country and folk material, and appeared in a number
of films.
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Detroit-born Guy Mitchell recorded a song called Rockabilly, which isn't and wasn't rockabilly at
all, but this flip, found on the back of his version of Singing the Blues, certainly could claim to be. It
was bootlegged in the seventies on an EP series variously named Fed or Reb by music fans
possibly unaware of Guy's past as the hit recorder of such nonsense as She Wears Red Feathers
and a Hooly Hooly Skirt.
Mitchell, born Al Cernik, was one of the biggest pop stars of the early fifties and avoided being
swept away by the tide of Rock’n’Roll with a series of sensibly chosen covers, among them the
topside of this, and Knee Deep in the Blues, both of which attracted UK versions by home-grown
Tommy Steele.
RCA probably made the right decision when they chose The Diary as the plug side of this 45 since
the somewhat sappy ballad was clearly aimed at the teen market. Not so the flip, adult in every
sense, as Neil bemoans the fact that they are tearing his building down and he can't find another
apartment.
This solid mid-tempo rocker is driven along by Neil's own piano pounding, and was the immediate
predecessor of the wild I Go Ape which put young Sedaka on the musical map first time around.
He had a second bout of fame in the seventies, crediting Elton John for this success.
Richard Valenzuela, to give him his real name, had a recording career which lasted eight short
months but during this time cut ballads, rockers and even, it is claimed, kick-started the Chicano
Rock’n’Roll movement.
His sole UK hit was the self-penned ballad Donna, which made a measly one-week showing at the
bottom of the Top Thirty. On the flip was this Spanish language offering that Ritchie had adapted
from a Mexican folk tune and it was a huge US hit, with Twist and Shout based on its melody.
Ritchie died aged 17 in the plane crash that also claimed Buddy Holly and the Big Bopper. In the
wake of biopic of Ritchie, RCA reissued La Bamba in the nineties, and it, too, made a one week
appearance in the charts.
Gravel-voiced Tommy was a Covent Garden vegetable market porter and would-be singer who
was a neighbour of songwriter Barry Mason who suggested he might usefully revive Fats Waller's
Ain't Misbehavin'. He did, and had a hit on the UK Columbia label.
One of the less successful follow-ups was Broken Doll, and I'm on Fire, written by Americans Doc
Pomus and Mort Shuman was on the flip, opening with ringing bells and Tommy's declaration: “Let
them fire engines roll, doll...”
The whole song rocks like an earthquake, and it is ideally suited to Tommy's somewhat harsh
tones. This would appear to be the only recording of this number.
Producer Norrie Paramour must have just discovered the special effects box, because there are
bangs, crashes, bells and finally an explosion at the end of this most impressive rocker.
By the time Top Rank got around to issuing Jimmy Reed's Vee-Jay recordings he had already
become the biggest selling blues acts in the States with hits like Honest I Do.
For some unknown reason, the company decided to release Caress Me Baby as the topside, and
hide what was to become a blues classic on the reverse side.
No other versions of Caress Me Baby are known, but the flip, also known as Peeping and Hiding
or You Got Me Running, has been cut by Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, the Everly Brothers, Etta
James and dozens of others. A deceptively simple gutbucket blues it features composer Reed's
slurred vocals and some tasteful guitar from his long-time collaborator Eddie Taylor.
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Tennessee’s Carl Mann was just 14 when he cut his own composition Rocking Love for the tiny
Jaxon label, but since only 400 copies were pressed, we'll pass on that.
Instead, we'll consider Carl's second hit, a rocking reworking of the standard Pretend, and turn
that over to find the best known cut of Rocking Love. By now, Carl is all of 16, and signed to Sun
label subsidiary Phillips International, and is being released in the UK on London-American label.
Rocking Love is a great little number, far more appealing than its flip, with some catchy if
rudimentary piano pushing it along. Carl, who seems to have won his battle with ill-health, still
appears today, but seems reluctant to include this fine song in his sets.
A single string plucked on an electric guitar descends for 11 seconds before the entirely
unexpected sax and piano blast away to the 30 second mark, when Ron makes his vocal entrance
on a self-written song with, let's be frank, fairly daft lyrics.
I'm pleased that his babe has a short fat fanny and an Annie beat, but that still doesn't give me a
proper picture of the woman in question.
This was the flip to the ballad Love You So, and if I were to compile a list of one-hit wonder solo
male ballads, it would be top five.
Ron's band The Thunderbirds get a label credit on the Donna label release, and, oddly enough,
the entirely different Fabulous Thunderbirds revived this in the eighties.
Cliff's debut topside for Columbia was due to be a cover of Bobby Helms’ US hit Schoolboy Crush
until TV producer Jack Good heard Move It, and insisted Cliff perform it on his TV show Oh Boy.
So the single was flipped.
It was written by Ian Samwell, guitarist with The Drifters, Cliff's backing band, on the top of a bus
en route to a rehearsal at Cliff's house. A British rocker to give the Americans a run for their
money, Move It made number two on the UK charts and kick-started a career for Cliff that
continues.
The Drifters finally found out there was an American group with the same name and changed their
name to The Shadows without discovering there was an American group with the same name,
who backed Bobby Vee.
Nothing so weird as wandering around Debenhams Department Store around Hallowe'en and
hearing this coming out of the in-store music system. It was impossible to find back in the day,
because the record was always listed by its A side alone, Hey Memphis, Lavern's answer song to
Elvis Presley's Little Sister.
Voodoo Voodoo has great lyrics, a driving beat, and Lavern was never in better voice.
Unfortunately, the only time she ever sang it was when she recorded it for Atlantic, and she
steadfastly refused to include this storming classic in live performance.
Maybe if it had sold the million it deserved the former Little Miss Sharecropper might have
changed her mind. But the song lives on, included in many seasonal compilations released to
mark October 31.
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This disc comprises 25 original recordings by original artists
spanning the years 1927 to 1955, with the vast majority
emanating from the thirties. I would imagine this is mainly
aimed at the dancing crowd, with a proliferation of foxtrots
and a few Charlestons thrown in for good measure.
A handful of the tunes are familiar, and I expect I may have
heard them as a boy on such BBC Light Programmes as
Music While You Work and the Billy Cotton Band Show, like
Alexander’s Ragtime Band, Oh! You Beautiful Doll, Black
Coffee and The Darktown Strutters Ball.
Dance bands and orchestras range from the well-known
leaders and arrangers such as Ambrose, Sid Phillips, Jack
Hylton and The Six Swingers to the (to me) obscure Palais
de Dance Orchestra, Royal Navy Blue Mariners, The
Embassy Rhythm Eight plus Sid Roy and his RKOlians whose Tongue Tied Women Of Timbuctoo
I found rather enjoyable.
Many of the tracks are purely instrumental arrangements, making some of them difficult to identify
if, like me, you are not a connoisseur of the genre. Therefore having to rely heavily on the track
listing printed on the accompanying booklet, sequentially things do seem to go somewhat awry
between numbers 11 and 17. Listed as track 11, Just A Blue Eyed Blonde is actually track 12,
while My Extraordinary Gal, is track 17 (not 16, as stated).
Still, if swing is your thing, this should be right up your street.

A very apposite title for the marvellous music contained
herewith, which would be a perfect party platter. Things get
off to a reasonable start with a jump blues tune from Shorty
Muggins, which apparently is a nom de plume for Sammy
Davis Jr. Piano Red is in fine fettle with one of his early
recordings Jumpin’ The Boogie, and the slightly later, but no
less compelling Taxi, Taxi, 6963.
I had not come across jive band Chris Powell with The Blue
Flames before, but they recorded Rock The Joint before Bill
Haley and it is exceedingly good, with a sound not unlike
The Treniers.
One-time piano player and vocalist with Ike Turner, Dennis
Binder’s Early Times and the driving I Miss You So have a
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feel of Rosco Gordon about them. Sax man supreme Big Jay McNeely also appears on two
tracks, the instrumental California Hop which opens with a riff that reminds me of ABC Boogie and
All That Wine Is Gone which features vocal accompaniment.
Then there is terrific barrelhouse boogie-woogie from Champion Jack Dupree on Shaking Mother
For You, some great saxophone blowing on J T Brown’s Strictly Gone, and the stuttering singing
delivery of Tye Tongue Hanley with I’ll Try To Understand. Milton Buckner dishes out a dose of big
band boogie, as does Tommy Douglas, while The Big Three Trio feature top bass player and
composer Willie Dixon singing his novelty number Signifying Monkey.
Dallas Bartley supplies a jazzy R&B number, Danny Overbea displays a powerful voice on his
original version of Forty Cups Of Coffee, That’s The Best I Can Do For You is a real Rock’n’Roll
boogie blaster from Fred Woods and The Kool Kats, plus there is a nice slice of rockabilly from
Gene Wyatt. Carol Fran’s Tomorrow is a splendid soulful blues performance, Lena Hall really
rocks on a live recording in a club atmosphere, and R&B diva Cherri Lynn impresses in the
company of a swinging band.
Rockin’ With Big John, shown on the track listing as by Big Joe Dougherty should surely read Big
John Greer - the clue is in the title. Another gaffe is crediting Big Mama Thornton as singer on The
Deacon Moves In. It is actually Little Esther (Phillips) and The Dominoes with their wonderful
rendition.
Still, fans of sax blasters and piano pounders will find much to enjoy here.

Here is a glorious collection of American spiritual
music recorded predominantly in the fifties, with a
good mixture of songs and artistes of the genre, a
few being recognisable to me, while there were many
more that I was being introduced to for the first time.
Equally at home singing gospel or secular rhythm &
blues, Marie Knight appears twice; in good voice with
sympathetic instrumental accompaniment from the
Sam Price Trio on Who Rolled The Stone Away and,
with strong vocal support from the Sensational
Nightingales, on the moving On Revival Day. The
Sensational Nightingales also perform their own
Sinner Man (aka Judgement Day), led by the
impassioned Reverend Julius Cheeks.
Sign Of The Judgement by The Violinaires rocks like
crazy, and is probably my favourite track, and Stay
With Me Jesus from The Chosen Gospel Singers is a terrific harmonious uptempo foot tapper.
The wonderful Wynona Carr is excellent on a vibrant version of Down By The Riverside. Mother
Take Your Rest by The Soul Seekers is an intense performance with tight harmonies, while The
Swan Silvertones also sing fervently on My Rock.
Jezebel (not the song popularised by Frankie Laine) is sung majestically by prolific recording
group The Golden Gate Quartet, Rev. Robert Ballinger excels on the traditional This Train,
throwing in a few tuneful screams above the shuffle arrangement while The Dixieaires tell the tale
of the brave railwayman Casey Jones in a pleasing harmony manner.
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As you would expect, the unmistakable Sam Cooke is in superb form fronting The Soul Stirrers on
Come And Go To That Land, The Pilgrim Travelers sound great on Trouble In Mind which
includes some stirring saxophone blowing, and The Sunset Travelers are in equally good voice on
Yes, Yes, I’ve Done My Duty.
Day, Dawn and Dusk sound like two gals and a guy on their unorthodox treatment of When The
Saints Go Marching In. Gospel queen Mahalia Jackson displays her powerful voice on Keep Your
Hand On The Plow, likewise Big Maybelle with the danceable Do Lord while Shadrack from Sister
Rosetta Tharpe is based on the Old Testament story of Shadrach, Meshak and Abednego.
Other artists featured on this disc are The Four Vagabonds, Jubalaires, Savannah Churchill & Her
Striders, The Ebony Three Vocal Trio, The Four Internes, The Gospel Five and The Tampa Boys.
This is a rip-roaring release. Hallelujah!

Sub-titled a Special Dancers And Collectors
Edition/52 Hot Jivin’ Original Recordings By
Original Artists, this is a double disc set bursting
with the sound of boogie-woogie piano and
honking saxophones, roughly comprising 60%
instrumentals and 40% with vocals.
Some of the better known pianists featured are
Freddie Slack, Cecil Gant, Albert Ammons, Jay
McShann and Pete Johnson, while sax players
include Wild Bill Moore, Sam Butera, Illinois
Jacquet and Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor. Amongst the
vocalists is Doc Pomus, in the late forties before
he decided to concentrate more on writing songs
than singing them, and Mose Vinson with an early
fifties Sun recording which was not issued at the
time.
Selections that made the most favourable
impression on me are the New Orleans styled Boogie Oogie by Larry Darnell, which is virtually a
Rock’n’Roll record before the term originated incorporating a strong, tuneful voice, blasting sax
and a pumping piano. Frantic Faye Thomas lives up to her sobriquet with a speedy measure of
rhythmic piano on Faye’s Boogie while Hot Foot Boogie from George Renoir and his band
features more tinkling of the ivories with an excellent bass line. Another terrific piano pounder,
new to me, is Cyril Scutt with the aptly titled Powerhouse Boogie Woogie.
There are also two tracks with the same title - after which this release was, no doubt, named - and
both of them are centred around strong vocals with lashings of piano and sax appeal. Jimmie
Gordon and his Bip Bop Band swing like the clappers in a jump blues style from 1946 whereas the
one by blues shouter Jimmy Smith came three years later.
Another couple of tracks led by good songsters are Mississippi Boogie from guitarist Jimmy
Liggins, younger brother of pianist Joe, and the fabulous high pitched sound of J B Lenoir on
Voodoo Boogie.
The full track listing for this release may be found on the CJRO Records Facebook page.
Lee Wilkinson
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This is what I got up to during my last break, from both my regular job and regular movie picks
articles, which more often than not involve hurrying up after work, usually cycling to the nearest
cinema to watch a movie and, if worth mentioning, I will make a mental note to lose right after or
completely forget about it and rush a half-baked comment with a last minute downloaded picture
that hopefully will match the movie. Thanks mostly to my amazing procrastination abilities, passing
the deadline, sometimes even the publication day. Ever wondered why Tales From The Woods
never comes out on time? Especially after my last article got additionally messed up thanks to the
last Office upgrade which managed to block me out of my own Word documents as from now you
no longer buy the product but sign up to a lifetime subscription, of course. Which obviously I
cannot afford as I can barely buy the ticket to the movie theatre, if not for using a fake student ID
to get a discount. Keith Woods has himself witnessed that.
Consequently, I downloaded a free word processor knock off which threw all the formatting out the
window once sent for editing.
Seeing the result, main editor Harry Maton gave Keith an ultimatum - Fire the kid, before he takes
the whole publication into omnishambles!
Thus, needing some time off by the beginning of July, I took some holidays to my hometown,
Barcelona.
Keith, who has known me for a few years, took pity on me and decided to
give me a second (aka, last) chance by offering me the opportunity to
interview the Velvet Candles as they are based in Barcelona. To no one,
not even a priest, will I confess I made up the questions on the way to meet
Juan; Velvet Candles’ singer and spokesman for the group, literally typing
them on my phone while walking to the interview venue. I arrived 20
minutes late, which I often call coming in style, but it’s nothing other than
Spanish punctuality. The venue, of course, was the popular restaurant “Els
4 Gats”, which has a rich history and Keith himself suggested.
I need to add that Juan paid for both our consumptions; that was a freshly
squeezed orange juice for himself and a full English breakfast with black
pudding accompanied with white coffee.
Thanks Juan.
Without further ado, I will present the interview, raw… that is unedited. Grateful enough for the
technologies and the possibility to transcribe an audio file directly to a word processor. Audio I
captured naturally using a mobile device, the same mobile I had the questions jotted down on. To
make matters worse, neither of us being native English speakers, the interview is plagued with a
variety of grammatically wild structures and new, made up additions to the English language are
not uncommon.
Marti: Okay, how did you all get together?
Juan: The group started like nine years ago, I was the last one to join them, maybe like two years
after they had already begun and it was because we were just friends; we were listening to the
same music, we already knew each other and we never had the idea of making the group. But
they made the group nine years ago and after two years they needed a new member so they
called me, because they already knew me and because I had already been singing in other
groups before so they asked me to join them which I did.
Marti: And you joined them as singer or…
Juan: Yes, all five are singers. So, I am the bass singer, the low voice in the group, as I had
already been singing the same kind of music and pitch before. We all knew each other, we were
all friends before making the group.
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Marti: And how is it that you decided to sing Rock’n’Roll?
Juan: Because we like this music very much and it
started like vocal group music, and we all started to
do it for fun and when you heard that start to sound
good then we decided that maybe we all can form a
group and we all can do something a little more
serious than just having fun. And that’s it. We
started to do shows and people started to like it and
we got excited about it and the thing went a little
bigger and bigger with time.
Marti: You were the last one to join. So, who is the
leader of the group? Do you have a lead singer?
Juan: No, the leader of the group is Agustin
Gutierrez. He is the only professional musician, the one of the group making a living just by
singing, in this and other groups. But because he is the one who has more knowledge about
music in general, he plays some instruments as well and he knows, he is kind of like our director.
Because we are a vocal group and we travel across Spain with other local musicians backing us,
he is the one taking care of the backing bands normally. In essence, he would be the leader,
although we have three lead singers, and we also have a girl, called Mamen, a boy called Miguel
and Agustin. I am also there… We are five in total. I am the bass singer, and we have another
backing singer, a tenor. But we are just backing vocals, the two of us.
Marti: Once you join with Tommy Hunt, is the group going to cease to exist or are you gonna keep
singing as the Velvet Candles?
Juan: We already had the group before we met him thus it’s really like two separate things. We
like to sing with him as many times as we can but when we are not with him we also do our own
thing, we do our shows without him.
Marti: Therefore, you mean that you’ve already collaborated with Tommy Hunt and you have been
singing as the Velvet Candles too and Tommy Hunt and to make it official you call it the New
Flamingos. Which makes sense. One other question; a funny one. Who called who? Did you call
Tommy Hunt or did Tommy call you?
Juan: I was already chasing after him, foremost as a fan
of the Flamingos. But just by chance I have a friend here,
living in Igualada, near here, who is from England. And he
was getting married here to a girl from Igualada and
invited me as a guest to his wedding and then revealed to
me that one of the English guests was Tommy Hunt so he
made sure we were going to meet and he put me next to
him. I started talking to him and I discovered that he was
very nice and a gentleman. We were talking a lot about
the Flamingos and, just by chance, I mentioned maybe
we should do something together; as I have a small group
here in Barcelona and he said yes. And we started talking
about it and some months after that we were doing the
first show together.
It was nice, because Tommy has always been singing
but, after he left the Flamingos, he did other kinds of
music instead, he was more into Soul music and so on. When he started singing with us it’s like
he’s come back to the early days with the Flamingos and he was really excited too about it. He
met the whole group and he was almost crying when he heard all the harmonies and everything.
So, it was really nice. We were having a lot of fun with him and I can say he is the greatest thing
that ever happened to the group.
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Let me tell you; before meeting him the group was just a local thing, we only did very small gigs in
Barcelona and that was it. But after meeting him we did a couple of shows and they started calling
us from all over Europe and that’s what really opened the doors to our own group, the Velvet
Candles, so now we are travelling all over Europe, because people got to know us through him.
We will always be grateful to him so we’ll do as many shows with him as possible… and not just
because of the music, but because he is a great man. He is like a friend. He is a true friend and
we call each other and talk every other week now.
Marti: Can I ask you one thing that strikes my mind and that is how is it that the girl is not singing
with the New Flamingos?
Juan: The girl is not singing because we try to keep the sound close to the original recordings of
The Flamingos. The Flamingos had no girl singer and so she has never performed with Tommy,
but there is no other reason, we just try to keep the sound as close to the original as possible. The
Flamingos were five male singers so we are five; four Candles and Tommy Hunt as lead singer.
Marti: That was also one of my questions; how was it that you came up with that name, the Velvet
Candles.
Juan: It makes no sense and I am aware of it but I was the last one to join the group and they
already had that name. It has a point, because some of the guys on the group had a group in the
mid-nineties and they called themselves the Candle Song or something of that sort. They wanted
to carry the Candle name on to the new group so they kept it, eventually deciding on the name:
The Velvet Candles. So when we announce ourselves as the Velvet Candles to a person that
speaks English they look at us like… The what? It doesn’t make any sense but it is too late to
change it now. Nevertheless, the name stuck.
Marti: So, besides England where you are gonna perform, have you ever performed in any other
countries?
Juan: We have been in a couple of festivals in England, in Hemsby and the Rhythm Riot. But
actually, we only did one show in England and it was like about four years ago. It went quite well
but nobody called us. And when eventually Keith Woods called us, nobody else had done so. Still
it’s gonna be a special show just because we have many friends in the London area and they’ll all
be there to see Tommy, because Tommy has a lot of followers there.
Marti: One thing I missed, when did you meet Tommy Hunt?
Juan: It was about five or six years ago. I think he was 78
and now he is 84 so it was like six years ago, definitely.
Marti: What has been the reception of the general public
because nowadays with so many styles of music,
Rock’n’Roll is not the most common style. How is it then?
Juan: The reception with Tommy Hunt is always great. He is
super professional guy. He knows what to do and how to do
it. As soon as he hits the stage all the audience is in his
pocket. And everybody loves him so everywhere we have
performed with him it’s always a great show. Many times we
have even been performing in places where people didn’t
know him or even the style of music we were playing, but
they always like it and then they learn this is Rock’n’Roll and
Soul. And they just know he is a singer from the ‘50s but
when, again, they see him, he is like so charming and so professional on stage and he really
rocks and knows how to make the audience go high with him.
Marti: I can really see that you truly love Tommy Hunt from that but could you tell me a bit about
your own group before Tommy Hunt? That is the Velvet Candles.
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Juan: Of course, we love this kind of music, Rock’n’Roll and as I told you; we started a bit more
like having fun with it just because we are fans of the music. We met, we tried to sing the songs
and then we decided to take little steps and we tried to make more professional songs, like from
the ‘50s, and we even managed to get a little band to back us so we were nine people in total. We
started to do shows with a guy at festivals here and there. The guy always helps us a lot; he gave
us the biggest stage for our show and everybody liked it so we got more excited about it. And we
started to do more and when Tommy Hunt joined us that’s really when the doors opened for the
Velvet Candles to take off. With and without Tommy, now, because some people started to call us
with Tommy but we’d already started to do our own show without Tommy. And then they started to
know us and now we are going everywhere with and without him.
Marti: You mentioned everywhere and I know that Rock’n’Roll is praised all over the world. What
is the furthest country or most exotic place you have performed?
Juan: With the group… Cyprus. That is not furthest place anyway but the most exotic. We have
also been in Finland, four times. The UK, and where else? Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden,
so mostly all over Europe. France a couple of times, all over Europe, indeed. We are planning to
go next year maybe to the United States but it won’t be easy. Without promoters, it will be difficult
and very expensive to take a group there, but we’ll keep trying. And also if I can add when we do
the show with Tommy Hunt we only sing songs that he did, with the Flamingos. So everybody who
is a fan of the Flamingos will really love them, will really love the shows.
Marti: Has he ever brought any new songs or sung any new songs?
Juan: Who Tommy? He writes new songs every week. I am amazed because every week, he calls
me - I have a new song and he has a list like that full of new songs, all the time.
Marti: However, he hasn’t sung any of these new songs yet.
Juan: I think he has a new record coming out but it’s because in the U.K. he has a more followers.
He was very popular there and he still is, with the Soul in the ‘70s and he is doing this new single,
this new record that is coming out, I think is more into Soul music, and of course, without us.
Sadly. But it is great and really amazes me. He is 84 and he is writing songs every week and he is
performing locally in the place where he lives and he is going to the pubs and keeps singing and
he wants to go on stage. He would go on stage every single day if he could. It’s great. Besides
when you meet him, in October, you will like him because he is such a nice guy. After doing so
many shows from the ‘50s some with many musicians, some of them are very nice people, some
of them are not that nice, some of them are doing it for the money but he is doing it because he
really loves it. He is having a nice life now and he enjoys it.
Marti: Thank you for the interview it was very cool.
I am sure having a Superstar like Tommy Hunt with them The Velvet Candles will shine brighter.
Marti Canal
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Coming back from a short break, resuming my evening job commenting and
somehow suggesting rather than reviewing or criticising movies I felt fresh and
ready. Having been on holiday meant I didn’t do much, I didn’t take a look at the
scheduled releases for the time which often prepares one how to tackle the Movie
Picks article.
The first movie I went to watch seemed appealing enough…

Agents Valerian and Laureline must uncover a conspiracy
threatening the future of Alpha the City of a Thousand Planets
police.
Based on a highly popular French comic from the ‘60s to 2010
which has inspired many sci-fi and fantasy films.
If you can dismiss the lack of chemistry between the two main
characters and an unbalanced script with vibrant action scenes
and colourful effects leadened by a weak plot and flat acting, mostly due to heavily relying
on CGI which makes it difficult for the actors to extract emotions out of thin air, then you
will enjoy a visually stunning flick.
I can’t stop seeing it as the spiritual sequel to the 5th Element
where Luc Besson announces Love as the 5th force of the
Universe (if each element corresponded to a fundamental
force) as here in Valerian, he expresses what Loves consists
of. Spoilers ahead: Trust.
Despite the poor reception it had, I enjoyed it.
Soon after I casually went to watch the next movie. Little did I know that it would be going to set
the mood for the next two months…

A suddenly deceased husband seeks to come back home to his
wife.
Written and directed by David Lowery it explores the meaning
of life by what happens after death.
A beautiful, at times very slow and almost silent, visual
meditation on what happens just after somebody dies, both for the dead and the living.
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Being truly a supernatural themed drama rather than a horror movie, it borrowed many tropes
from the genre; ghosts, spooky sounds, flickering lights.
Following next and to shake off some of the sadness provided by the last movie, I opted to go and
watch an action oriented movie…

An MI6 top operative is sent to 1989 Berlin to recover a micro film revealing a list of
Russian spies and double agents.
It has a solid 80’s soundtrack, including songs from David Bowie, although many of them are
just covers. Nevertheless highly enjoyable.
This movie is a blast filled with fighting stunts and plot twists at literally every corner, from
start to end.
Full of excitement after a non-stop action espionage thriller which became probably my favourite,
for the month at least, I ventured once more to the cinema to watch now, at last, the truly first
horror movie…
No, not a good one…
Barely worth mentioning, Annabelle: Creation which I could gladly
have avoided if not for serving as an origin story for its
predecessor Annabelle, equally bad though.
At the same time, in preparation for a Movie Picks special article on master of horror, Stephen
King, also this month I started to read not one but two of his books, The Gunslinger and the truly
frightening IT. Therefore slowly but steadily descending into a world of terror, dread and fear.
It was just the middle of the month and luckily, I got momentarily distracted when I went to watch a
greatly acclaimed and publicised production…

A cinematic retelling of the 1967 Detroit riots.
The movie centres on the dramatic events that
sealed the destiny of the components of black R&B
group, The Dramatics.

nowadays too.

In a sense, this movie denounces the biased
situation that the black community experiences in
the United States, back then and unfortunately
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In the meantime, having watched the first of the Stephen King adaptations covered separately, a
mostly benign fantasy movie, I went for the next movie. Wrongly imagining it being a mystery
crime thriller I quickly discovered I had come, once more, to witness a horror movie…

A series of bloody crimes are believed to be committed by a
mythical creature known as Golem.
Academy award-winning Bill Nighy is cast as a Police inspector
committed to solving a dreadful and lethal riddle.
An exquisite setting, the vibrant and baroque Music Hall in contrast
with both action and dark aesthetics of London’s Victorian era,
Limehouse district.
Heading to the nearest movie theatre had become a painful burden but fortunately I was going to
see a thriller this time…

A tracker and hunter with a grim past teams up with a young FBI
agent to solve the murder of a native woman.
Wind River is the name of a real Indian reservation in the U.S.
The purpose of the movie is finally revealed at the end when it
condemns the precarious legal situation which Native American
women encounter.
A short break from the genre dominating this month provided little comfort when at home a
Stephen King novel was still waiting for me…

A poet experiencing a block and his wife seek peace and quiet only to be
interrupted by a mysterious couple.
The director wrote the script in a few days, and it’s so greatly
metaphorical I didn’t get it at all when I watched it.
Its already unsettling beginning carries on bordering insanity,
nevertheless it is an allegory of the Bible seen through the eyes of
Mother Earth.
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The great accomplishment of having read IT, a lengthy novel, offered little to no consolation. That
meant it was time to go and watch it. At this point, I could no longer venture into the dungeon of
nightmares and shock that the cinema had become.
The prospect of watching a movie past the afternoon was no longer achievable. Monsters seemed
to have become too much too real, lurking at every corner, crawling between the shadows once
the sun was already set.
Only one movie was left to see… a remake of a cult one, the last one, a horror one…

A medical student obsessed with near death experiences and the
afterlife, after a great loss, convinces his fellow friends to stop their
hearts and be revived.
Kiefer Sutherland is cast again in Flatliners, taking a different role
hence it is not a sequel but a reboot.
A modern Hollywood teen movie with its necessary melodramatic
premise followed by a string of jump scares that flatlines the audience
interest and expectations.
The original Flatliners, directed by Joel Schumacher offered an
original and thoughtful concept with a stellar cast. If you have the
choice, stick to the original.
At last the agony experienced for two months dominated by the
horror genre; spilling anxiety, fright and panic on each and every
word scribbled from beginning to end of this article was over.
Or at least, that was what I thought when to my dismay the dawn of a new month was just
uncovering… October… Halloween season…
Which new movies would be hiding between the shades of the night soon to be unravelled, soon
to be commented…

Disclaimer:
Despite getting paid for words published, meaning writing a lot of
articles; hoping for them to be accepted, book reviews are not my area
of expertise, especially when my pace of reading could easily be
overtaken by a limping snail.
Plus, Tales From The Woods already has its own book section,
accidentally though, for this occasion, I will comment on two books
related to films.
Nevertheless, as a pen for hire writer, in other words; free-lance, I am
shamelessly dedicated to the task of self-promoting, always hunting for
new publishers and magazines.
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So next time you read a book review in another magazine or newspaper, it could be me, just
under a different pen name, of course.

Special Edition: Movie Stephen King
Prior to going to watch a movie, if I am lucky I may sometimes watch the trailer. Trailers are meant
to be a prelude of the actual production, many times gathering the best bits of it. If done well, more
often than not they will spark my imagination and fuel my expectation for that movie. Of course, a
common source of inspiration is books.
The Dark Tower based on the Stephen King saga by the same name inspired me so much I had
to rush to the nearest bookshop to buy the book before it got released. Plus buying a digital copy,
as well, so I could keep reading anywhere at any time.
“I do not aim with my hand. He who aims with his hand has forgotten the face of
his father. I aim with my eye.
I do not shoot with my hand. He who shoots with his hand has forgotten the
face of his father.
I shoot with my mind.
I do not kill with my gun. He who kills with his gun has forgotten the face of his
father. I kill with my heart.”
― Stephen King, The Gunslinger

The Dark Tower, the nexus of all worlds is being toppled by
an evil wizard adamant to destroy it. The last gunslinger,
sworn to protect will try to do so with the help of a boy.
first willing to adapt in 2007.

Production of the movie took 10 years with J.J Abrahams

The plot of the movie is quite simple, no twists or hidden surprises. The characters are well
defined, although fall a bit flat.
While apparently focused on the first book; the Gunslinger, it is more like an amalgam of elements
from the whole saga put together, incoherently at best, which has proven to disappoint the fans of
the series.
Therefore, if you watch it expecting it to be loyal to the original,
your expectations will fall short. But if you come fresh to the
series, you may even like it.
The Gunslinger it is not but the beginning of Stephen King’s
very own cosmogony. There, a myriad of worlds spawn forming
a Universe of magic, fantasy and horror, all of them converging
on a Dark Tower at the very centre of it.
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Apparently, there are rumours of a future TV series which will cover the
events leading up to the feature film. At the same time, I am not confident of
this project seeing the light of day.
Merely as a curiosity while making some research, I found an Anime series
by a similar name. Of course, it is not the same. However, it’s short, easy to
watch with an adult and frankly dark theme, well-paced, carefully introducing
each character.
Still soon after, a new Stephen King cinematic adaptation was due to be
released. This time a lengthy novel…

A group of misfit kids band together to fight a
devilish
presence
responsible
for
the
disappearance of children in the Maine Town of
Derry.
A remake of the TV miniseries based as well on
the novel.

better, stay away from it.

The child actors deliver a solid act; if you are
terrified of clowns, you may enjoy it or rather,

While the effort of trying to be faithful to the book is quite noticeable, it had
to cut some corners; the introduction of the characters is brief at best as
well as the appearance of Pennywise, the demon clown foe feeling
somewhat abrupt and unexplained.
At the same time, it depicts many of the occurrences happening in the
novel, albeit lacking the necessary surroundings.
Also, this is but a first chapter focusing on to the children’s age timeline.
If you want to learn how it ends, you will have to either wait for the second
chapter or just read it
Again, if you haven’t read it, the movie does work especially if you are
afraid of clowns.
Another solution would be to watch the ‘90s two-part original
TV miniseries.
It contemplates both childhood and adult periods.
Maybe not as scary as the new one still it has some effective
jump scares by Tim Curry as the memorable devil clown.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Well! gang, can you believe it, Issue 99 done and dusted. Come Christmas we
will be celebrating issue 100; sometimes I have to pinch myself to convince myself all this
happened over the past decade and a half. I glance at our YouTube channel to be confronted by
over 120 segments of shows TFTW have promoted. At last count John Spencely, lead guitarist of
the TFTW Band, calculated they have backed up around 80 artists… incredible. Social activities
too, countless central London gang meet ups, which predate the existence of TFTW by many
years, then there are all the social activities from pie and mash shops to such intellectual
adventures as visiting museums, or the Houses of Parliament etc. Just think, much of this started
with just one A4 printed page back in 2001.
None of this would be possible without all you good folks, attending these events, be it social or
commercial, reading this very magazine, sticking with us when the magazine failed to see the light
of day for whatever reason; it seems like a lifetime and a day before we went on line. Thank you
folks may you stay with us for many years to come.
Whilst you’re surfing our website, don't forget to check out our Facebook pages. Above the
YouTube channel link you will see our Tales From The Woods Facebook link, with lots of
interesting stuff awaiting your perusal. Soon you will discover as you casually scroll down that we
are on Twitter too, and at the bottom of the page you will find my own personal Facebook page.
Now there's a thought; got something to say gang that you may not want to share with all the guys
and gals on the Tales From The Woods Facebook page? This is the place to post it; come on, it
can’t all be complimentary surely? Ha Ha.

Time now to hand over to Dave "Jazz Junction" for what you good readers consider the finest
roots music gig guide that can be found anywhere.
See you all in issue 100 gang.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2017
9
Monday
Erin McKeown
Funky folk inspired by The Hitchhiker’s Guide To The Galaxy.
Green Note
£13.50
10
Tuesday
As above
Green Note

Erin McKeown
£13.50

10
Tuesday
Jolie Holland & Samantha Parton
Two original members of The Be Good Tanyas blending their voices in perfect harmony.
Union Chapel
£18 + fees
11
Wednesday
PP Arnold
Former Ikette, who won immediate success in Britain, celebrating fifty years in music.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
15
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
I’ll leave this one to the website and lovers of alliteration. “Frenetic front man, pumping powerful ... piano,
in soaking suit”
100 Club
£15.40 adv, £17.50 door
17
Tuesday
Marcus Malone
Blues-rock from ‘Motor City’ man.
100 Club
£11 + fees
23
Monday
Tift Merritt
Part of solo tour prior to joining up with Jason Isbell on the 30th.
Omeara, 6 O’Meara Street, London Bridge, SE1 1TE
£16.50
25/26 Wed/Thur
RL Boyce
Hill country blues from Mississippi-born former drummer in the band of his uncle, Otha Turner.
The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch
Music 9.45 pm
Free
29
Sunday
Anglo American Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show 2
See Page 3 for details
100 Club, Oxford Street
30
Monday
Orchestra Baobab
A quick return (or re-scheduled date?) for this Senegalese band.
Koko £22.50 + fees
30
Monday
Jason Isbell and Tift Merritt
Two singer-songwriters of Americana-eclectic.
Roundhouse
£24 + fees
November 2017
1
Wednesday
The Paperboys
Eclectic folk-rock from Canadian quintet.
Green Note at The Slaughtered Lamb

£14 + fees
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3
Friday
Dr Feelgood
The members may change (not much) but the band remains the same (much).
100 Club
£22.50 + fees
3
Friday
Amadou & Mariam
The Peters & Lee of Malian music at Yorkshire
venue.
Troxy £24.75 + fees
6
Monday
Eilen Jewell
Americana artist with an album of blues covers to
promote.
Bush Hall - A Green Note promotion.
£14 +
fees
7
Tuesday
Gretchen Peters
Singer and songwriter of some moving songs. Etta
James was once a beneficiary.
Union Chapel
£26 + fees

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN

10
Friday
Hot Club Of Cowtown
Acoustic Western Swing trio of almost twenty years
standing.
Dingwall’s
£18.50 + fees

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

12
Sunday
Catfish Keith
Delta blues guitarist and singer-songwriter down
by the riverside.
Half Moon, Putney
£14 + fees adv, £16 door

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

12
Sunday
James Talley
From New Mexico to Nashville was the musical
journey for this folk-country-blues singersongwriter.
Come Down And Meet The Folks at The Apple
Tree Collection
13
Monday
Trombone Shorty &
Avenue
Deep-groove funk from grandson of Jessie Hill.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.65 + fees

Orleans

http://www.ukrock.net/

18/19 Sat/Sun
Avery Sunshine
Pennsylvania-born singer and her “brand of radiant
soul”.
Hideaway
£20
21
Tuesday
Bruce Mississippi Johnson
Urban blues from native of Starkville, MS.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 9.45 pm
Free
22
Wednesday
Guy Davis & Fabrizio Poggi: The Last Train Tour
“NY blues legend” and “harmonica sensation” with tribute to Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee.
Green Note
£14 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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